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Tiivistelmä
Kestävä ja turvallinen kotitalouksien vesihuolto on köyhyyden vähentämisen ja paikallis-yhteisöjen voimaannuttamisen selvä edellytys. Mutta kuinka edistystä voidaan näidenosalta tehokkaasti mitata? Määritelmät, nyanssit ja kategoriat ovat kehitysyhteistyössämerkityksellisiä, ja näihin tehdyt näennäisesti pienet muutokset voivat vaikuttaa miljoo-nien ihmisten elämään. Seuranta- ja arviointijärjestelmien (M&E) kehityssuuntana on ol-lut herkempi ja reaaliaikaisempi toimenpiteiden seuranta. Tätä on edesauttanut kestävänkehityksen tavoitteiden (SDG) hyväksyminen vuonna 2015, mikä on myös lisännyt myösdatajärjestelmiltä vaadittua kunnianhimoa ja vaatimustasoa. Tämä tutkimus on tarkastel-lut kolmea analyysitasoa (mikro, meso ja makro), jotka kattavat seuranta- ja arviointijär-jestelmän COWASH Phase III-hankkeen tapaustutkimuskontekstissa Etiopian maaseu-dulla. Tarkoituksena on ollut selvittää, missä määrin SDG 6 (puhdas vesi ja sanitaatio) onvaikuttanut tapaustutkimuksen seuranta- ja arviointitoimenpiteisiin, tukevatko käytössäolevat toimenpiteet tehokasta datan käyttöä ja projektin kehittämistä hanketyössä, sekäonko M&E-järjestelmiä integroitu toisiinsa saumattomalla ja johdonmukaisella tavalla.Työn metodi on perustunut pääasiassa seitsemään puolistrukturoituun haastatteluun. Li-säksi on tarkasteltu indikaattorien vastaavuutta juomaveden palvelutason kattavuuttamittaavien indikaattorien osalta kaikilla kolmella analyysitasolla. Tutkimusta varten onkehitetty uudenlainen analyyttinen viitekehys sekä indikaattorien vastaavuusanalyysime-todi aikaisimpia sidosryhmäanalyysin menetelmiä mukauttaen. Tulosten perusteella onnäyttöä siitä, että useat käytössä olevat M&E-järjestelmät toimivat hyvin erillään, muttavertikaalista integraatiota eri tasojen välillä on varsin vähän ja metodologiseen harmoni-sointiin on yhä tarvetta. Huomiota tulee kiinnittää paikallistoimijoiden seuranta- ja arvi-ointikapasiteetin parantamiseen paikallistasolla lähellä hyödynsaajadatan tuottamista.Kestävän kehityksen tavoitteiden hyödyntämisestä Etiopian maaseudun vesisektorilla tu-lee käydä laajempaa keskustelua, ja paikallisyhteisöjen rooli tulee huomioida tarkemminniiden toteuttamisessa. Uudenlaisten datankeräysmenetelmien käyttöönotossa tulee toi-mia harkitusti, ja järjestelmien kykyyn hyödyntää uusia datalähteitä (kuten kansalaistenraportoimaa mobiilipohjaista massadataa) tulee kiinnittää huomiota ennen tällaisten da-talähteiden käyttöönottoa projekti-interventioissa.
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1 Introduction
According to an Ethiopian proverb “you think of water when the well is empty”(Rodarte 2003). Indeed, water is so foundational for societies that it can be seen asone of the most important prerequisites to development. Ensuring access to safeand sustainable drinking and household water for all is instrumental in tacklingpoverty and vulnerability, and investment in these services brings proven directand indirect benefits to communities (Calow, Ludi, and Tucker 2013). But how canit be ensured that progress is made in terms of providing access to this resource forall? How can we measure how progress is made on this front globally, nationally,and locally? These are the elemental questions that the international developmentcommunity, national governments, and local communities have grappled with forseveral decades.Definitions, nuance, and classifications around water and development are in-credibly important, and seemingly small adjustments to these can alter the lives ofmillions of people. In many ways, monitoring and evaluation methodologies formthe backbone of effective water sector development cooperation projects, since theyallow for important quantitative and qualitative determinations on the effective-ness of interventions within the scope of the activities of a project, and the method-ologies in use have implications when results are aggregated and abstracted athigher levels. As such, it is of paramount importance to ensure that the indicatorsand frameworks used to monitor and evaluate development progress are relevantand well-integrated into the prevailing objectives and mechanisms at all levels ofanalysis. Consequently, there has been an increasing recognition in the recent dec-ades that there must be a profound paradigm shift in the field of monitoring andevaluation (M&E) from a devotion to data repositories with periodic revisions to-wards more performance-oriented and responsive practices (da Silva Wells, vanLieshout, and Uytewaal 2013).This shift is of particular importance due to the evolution of the global commit-ments and goals surrounding the sector, and the ways in which progress is meas-ured therein. Not only has the rural water sector seen significant change during thelast decades due in part to factors such as climate change, economic development,and population dynamics in many countries of the Global South, but there has alsobeen an increasing recognition of the social equity and governance-related com-plexities in securing access to drinking water in an equitable and sustainable man-ner. This is most prominently reflected in the adoption of Sustainable DevelopmentGoal 6 in 2015 as the key global framework for addressing these challenges in thewater sector, situated in a part of a decades-long continuum of global initiativesthat have led to the inception of this much more sophisticated global M&E context.It is increasingly evident that M&E practices should not be seen as separatemechanisms to be conducted ‘alongside’ project management, nor should they beseen as mere means of ‘data acquisition’, but that there should be an aspirationtowards continuous and iterative improvement of the project’s approach that is in-formed by effective analysis of results and project data (da Silva Wells, vanLieshout, and Uytewaal 2013; Thomson and Koehler 2016). In the past it may havebeen as sufficient to collect data based on set parameters, to measure progress andthen draw on these successes in a periodic fashion to improve the project’s ap-proach along set intervals. Modern multidimensional and diverse indicators, in
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contrast, require a more holistic approach of corrective measures and continuousevaluation to ensure responsiveness.In the latter type of system, M&E cannot be seen as separate from the project’smanagement and service delivery rationale, but there should be constant reflectionand feedback to ensure that corrective measures are taken where appropriate. Thisis also more realistic than before in part due to emergence of new technologies fa-cilitating more real time and responsive M&E practices, such as big data collectionfrom the public through mobile phone technology, remote sensors used to monitorfacilities or remote sensing data used to monitor surface water availability (Thomaset al. 2018).An indirect consequence of this development is that there is likely a certain ex-pectation of ambition placed on improving the M&E systems in place at differentscales, and the requirement to improve the integration of these systems acrossscales from the micro strata of project execution to macro strata of national WASHframeworks, to macro-level global aggregation of SDG reporting. It could be arguedthat achieving meaningful progress towards SDG 6 requires not only sufficient re-sources and planning across scales, but also concerted efforts to improving how theresults are measured and how well these observations feed into enhancing projecteffectiveness.While the emergent paradigm shifts in water-sector M&E are clear, there per-sist many challenges in Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) in general and Ethiopia in par-ticular in achieving the ambitious goals of SDG 6. Aggregated UN Joint MonitoringProgramme (JMP) figures show a considerable reduction of the share of the popu-lation relying on unimproved water sources in rural areas from 48.34% in 2000 to27.74% in 2017, but Ethiopians residing in urban areas are still almost thrice aslikely be covered by a basic or safely managed drinking water service than thoseresiding in rural areas (WHO/UNICEF JMP 2021). This fact is in parallel to thecontinent as a whole, as only 45.3% of the rural population in SSA had access tobasic or safely managed drinking water sources, compared to the global average of78.02% (WHO/UNICEF JMP 2021). Indeed, despite signs of progress towards uni-versal access to improved water sources for all in Ethiopia, there remains a clearservice inequality, both between regions and by socioeconomic factors like house-hold wealth (Damtew and Geremew 2020). This further underlines the importanceof well-designed, effective, and responsive M&E systems in providing an accuratepicture of progress in the sector.
1.1 Case study context: COWASH project and Ethiopia

The Community-led Accelerated WASH (COWASH) project is an interventionpursuing a variety of WASH-sector initiatives in mostly rural areas in Ethiopia. Thefocus of this research paper is Phase III of this project in 2016-2021. The project’sPhase III has contributed to improved community and institutional water, sanita-tion supply coverage in select target woredas in five target regions of Ethiopia’s 10regional states. COWASH Phase III has also worked with increased functionalityand sustainability of WASH facilities, along with women’s empowerment and lead-ership in WASH-related activities. The project has received an extension in theform of Phase IV, which commenced during the time of writing in early 2021. (Min-istry for Foreign Affairs of Finland 2016; Impact Consulting Oy Ltd 2019).
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The COWASH project is an interesting case study of WASH interventions inEthiopia in part because of its long existence in several forms, as well as itslongstanding commitment to decentralization of initiatives through the Commu-nity Managed Project (CMP) approach. This approach is based around a servicedelivery methodology whereby “investment funds for physical construction or re-habilitation are transferred via regional micro-finance institutions directly to com-munities” and “communities are responsible for the water supply development pro-cess through planning, procurement, implementation and maintenance”; this ser-vice delivery methodology is established as one of the four official rural WASH fi-nancing modalities in Ethiopia (Suominen and Rautiainen 2016). The roots of CMPcan be traced to previous iterations of bilateral cooperation between Ethiopia andFinland, and it has evolved as an approach to rural WASH interventions in con-junction with various previous project interventions such as the Rural Water Sup-ply and Environmental Program (RWSEP) Phases I-IV from 1994 to 201 oneWASH1 and the COWASH project since 2011 (Behailu, Suominen, and Katko 2015).Additionally, there is also an interesting and rather unique national sector-wide consultation process that has been ongoing in Ethiopia, which has culminatedin a nationwide National WASH Inventory (NWI) being carried out in two phasesto provide baseline data at the household level (Welle 2013). The One WASH Na-tional Programme (OWNP) has been operational since 2013, which is an initiativeto create a sector-wide approach (SWAp) to results-based monitoring in the WASHsector nationwide, along with “harmonizing government and donor approaches toplanning, procurement, implementation and financing” and building a “platformon which a closer partnership can be built between planners, implementers, devel-opment partners and others to achieve common goals”. (Wilson et al. 2018)
1.2 Purpose and scope of the study

This thesis seeks to explore the challenge of reconciling the increased level ofM&E ambition stemming from the SDGs, with the difficulty of implementing thisambition into practice and operationalizing them through project interventions.This thematic is approached in the case study context through the following re-search questions:
1. How has the increased level of ambition set forth by SDG 6 influenced themonitoring and evaluation practices in place?2. How effective are the M&E procedures at encouraging effective data col-lection, responsiveness, and improvement of project interventions?3. How well integrated are the indicators and M&E frameworks in use atdifferent strata, and how are challenges of data aggregation being ad-dressed?
The study has been constrained to the rural water sector in Ethiopia. This isboth because the rural areas are considerably more disadvantaged compared to ur-ban settings in the country, and since addressing these areas is the chief focus ofthe COWASH Phase III project and the associated M&E environment, which is inturn used as a case study to elaborate on broader sectoral trends and draw conclu-sions. The study also intentionally focuses on the household water supply
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component of the case study project, expressed in SDG 6.1 (with the exclusion ofthe sanitation, institutional WASH, and women’s empowerment components ex-pressed in other targets). This is because there are several behavioural and societalaspects in the M&E methods for these types of interventions that make it rathercomplicated to analyze within the constraints of a thesis.The study uses a three-stage stratification to categorize the different levels inuse in the case study context – the micro (project), meso (national) and macro(global) strata cover a vertical cross-section of the path of project data in the casestudy context, from the most local level of service delivery all the way to the globallevel of analysis. It was deemed appropriate to use a simple three-stage classifica-tion in order to bring clarity to the web of interactions in the M&E system of thecase study context, and to help in analyzing the hierarchical data transformationsand interactions therein. The stratification, along with the justification for usingthis stratification, have been further elaborated in Section 3, with a summary inTable 2.The research questions have been explored through a case study methodology,relying mostly on semi-structured interviews with key informants (N=7) coveringmost of the reporting and data acquisition workflow in the M&E systems related tothe COWASH project. Furthermore, a mostly paper-based indicator correspond-ence analysis has been carried out, in order to analyze the connections and interde-pendencies in the data acquisition and results reporting hierarchy of the case studycontext. For these, two analytical frameworks with relevant methodological ration-ales were devised, further elaborated in sections 3 and 4.Although the M&E system and practices are analyzed holistically in terms ofperformance and effectiveness, the main focus of the indicator correspondenceanalysis in particular will be placed on the rural water supply access coverage com-ponents and indicators on each stratum. In terms of the SDG indicator framework,this entails a focus on Target 6.1 “by 2030, achieve universal and equitable accessto safe and affordable drinking water for all” and the associated global SDG Indica-tor 6.1.1 “proportion of population using safely managed drinking water services”(UN Water 2017b). The corresponding focus area in the national OWNP frameworkis the “Rural and Pastoral WASH”, sub-component 1 “Rural Water Supply” (Wilsonet al. 2018), and in the context of the Growth and Transformation Plan (GTP) PhaseII it is the sectoral target 4.4 “Rural potable water supply coverage as per GTPIIstandards” (Government of Ethiopia 2015). In the context of the Result Frameworkof the COWASH Phase III project, this is mainly captured by Outcome 1 “Increasedclimate resilient community and institutional water supply coverage (GTPII stand-ards, including water quality) in the target woredas in 5 program Regions by 2019”,and specifically by the associated Output 1.1 “Access to new and improved watersources for communities”.The study is particularly timely and relevant since the research takes place at apivotal moment on all three strata of analysis. At the global stratum, the SDGs havebegun to be operationalized, and the five years of the new global sustainable devel-opment framework call for greater knowledge about the contributing and hinderingfactors at play across the different spheres of development cooperation work. At thenational stratum of Ethiopia as a country, the operationalization of the OWNP isunderway, with a new Monitoring Information System under development. TheCOWASH project’s Phase III concluded during the time of writing, and the new
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Phase IV begun in early 2021. As such, the findings are important both in directlyinforming the case study project, as well as providing insights to stakeholders atdifferent levels and better understanding the flows of information across differentstrata. In some ways, this thesis serves as a “meta-evaluation” of the M&E systemused in the COWASH project, and its relationship with the M&E systems used byassociated institutions at different levels.
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2 Literature review
There is a rather long history of water sector development cooperation in Ethi-opia, and as a natural consequence, the evolution of M&E theory and practice hasbeen studied relatively extensively in this context. However, there are a few mainreasons why the current body of research is not entirely sufficient in consistentlydescribing the monitoring and evaluation processes in the rural Ethiopian watersector in the contemporary context.First, the constant evolution of both international and domestic frameworksgoverning M&E in the sector and the relatively recent adoption of the SDGs as aninfluencing factor mean that there is still not a lot of research into how the recentdevelopments have changed M&E practices and implementation.Furthermore, while there exists research on the individual local, national, andglobal trends and processes concerning the rural Ethiopian water sector, there doesnot seem to be any consistent review of how the process of information aggregationand building of data composites from local results occurs across these differentscales. As such, it is difficult to consistently evaluate how effective this process is atpresent, and what changes may be required to attain more accurate and reliableresults.The main service delivery methods of the COWASH project, in turn, have beenquite consistently discussed, including directly in the case study context ofCOWASH and its predecessor projects. This is valuable information, as it comple-ments project documentation in understanding the case study context and its evo-lution. The individual strata of the prevailing M&E framework have also been rela-tively well documented in isolation, and quite a lot of white paper research, reportsand other documentation is available on the individual parts of the monitoring sys-tem. The connections between each stratum, however, remain rather vague, andseem to have been little discussed in conjunction with one another.

2.1 Macro stratum: SDG 6 and the global M&E framework
2.1.1 Sustainable Development Goals and underlying M&E theoryThe global regulatory and measurement framework related to water resourceshas evolved considerably over time. Particularly important in terms of internationaldevelopment community’s commitment was the replacement of the Millenium De-velopment Goals with the new Sustainable Development Goals and Agenda 2030in 2015. Although SDG 6 exists in a sequence of various other international high-level water-sector development commitments, including International DrinkingWater Supply and Sanitation Decade from 1981 to 1990, the New Delhi Statementfrom 1991 to 2000 and the MDGs from 2001 to 2015, there are also marked differ-ences in the way in which the SDGs approach this thematic (Sadoff, Borgomeo, andUhlenbrook 2020).The Millenium Development Goals (MDGs) represented “a historic and effec-tive method of global mobilization to achieve a set of important goals worldwide” –they also mobilized concern around pressing issues such as poverty, inequality, andenvironmental degradation under a set of eight clear and manageable goals (Sachs2012). As 2015 and the end of the MDGs was approaching, there was considerablediscussion about the direction of the agenda that development cooperation should
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take in terms of the global policymaking framework (Ziai 2016). After a considera-bly more participatory process of consultation involving civil society, private sectorstakeholders, and a larger number of governments, considerably a considerablymore ambitious framework for international development cooperation was devised(Feeny 2020). Sachs (2020) notes that the conception of the SDGs was informedthe notion that sustainable development (combining economic development, envi-ronmental sustainability, and social inclusion) was a globally acknowledged con-sideration, and there was broad agreement that this “triple bottom line approach tohuman wellbeing” had to be at the heart of global development efforts (Sachs 2012).While the MDGs were blamed for not being ambitious enough, the SDGsstepped up the level of ambition considerably. Sadoff et al (2020) describe the shiftto the SDGs as sectorally significant, since it quite fundamentally expanded andaltered how progress in water sector development is framed, and subsequently howthis progress is monitored and measured. In the previous MDG framework, waterwas addressed under MDG Target 7C, entitled “halve, by 2015, the proportion ofthe population without sustainable access to safe drinking water and basic sanita-tion” (United Nations 2015). While the goal was reached globally in terms of drink-ing water access, there was also a quite unidimensional focus on water access at theexpense of water resource management and governance (Sadoff, Borgomeo, andUhlenbrook 2020). Sadoff et al write that “the MDGs’ focus on access reflected aworld where the limiting factors to delivering water services were related to infra-structure, capital or management, not governance and the scarcity and variabilityof the water resource” (Sadoff, Borgomeo, and Uhlenbrook 2020). Experiencesfrom the MDGs informed a much more multidimensional understanding of “sus-tainable water and sanitation for all” present in the SDGs.The challenges of indicator selection are set into the context of the MDG-SDGtransformation by Thomson and Koehler (2016), who argue that a key problem ofthe one-dimensional nature of the MDG monitoring framework was that the indi-cators were overly focused on measuring progress towards the set goals, instead ofthinking about the indicators as themselves being seen as drivers of better perfor-mance (Thomson and Koehler 2016). Under the MDG framework, target 7C wasmet, but the monitoring framework relied heavily on “improved” water sources,while ignoring quality, quantity and access of these water sources – as such, theSDG framework was altered to be more sensitive to this, and the SDG 6.1 goal ondrinking water was formulated as “by 2030, achieve universal and equitable accessto safe and affordable drinking water for all” (UN Water 2017b; Thomson andKoehler 2016).Thomson and Koehler also point out that while new technological innovationshave provided opportunities in developing more responsive monitoring systems,automated and technologically refined systems alone cannot suffice. There shouldalso be a conscious transition from more traditional M&E paradigms focused oncyclical alterations and lessons learned, and an embrace of a “surveillance-re-sponse” paradigm, where monitoring provides a “service ladder” to attain SDG 6.1.Under this type of operation, a system driven by operational feedback loops com-bined with more responsive technological applications can provide a more con-sistent overview of performance. While periodic monitoring provides a “snapshotin time” and may obscure temporal variability. Considering both the opportunitiesand challenges of both consistent and intermittent M&E practices, the authors
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argue for a combination of the two as an achievable alternative, as this provides forthe more nuanced and responsive data collection needs that effective monitoring inthe age of the SDGs requires (Thomson and Koehler 2016). To formulate this notionanother way, modern M&E is not necessarily separate from operations and man-agement, but the former should be used to inform and improve the latter through-out, which requires new types of methods and practices.A natural implication of widening the scope and type of water-sector commit-ments are challenges in formulating suitable indicators and monitoring methods.While the MDGs could target efforts on monitoring access to water resources, theSDGs include more systemic and transformative measures, backed by a wide set ofquantitative indicators. However, Sadoff et al claim that the ambitious measuresare not at present backed by ambitious actions, and the world consequently is noton track to achieve clean water and sanitation for all – for instance, the paradigmof water engineering must be rethought from linear and centralized delivery sys-tems to more robust and flexible systems, and management practices need to be-come more adaptive and integrated (Sadoff, Borgomeo, and Uhlenbrook 2020). Toplace this consideration into the context of the topic of this thesis, devising greatindicators alone does not alone suffice, but there has to be cross-sectional and fun-damental change in planning, governance, and monitoring to materialize this shiftand achieve the goals.Indicator selection criteria have been explored by Schwemlein et al (2016) inan article published at the inception of the new SDG framework. Although wellthought out indicators are crucial in the WASH sector in terms of quantifying sig-nificant information and creating useful abstractions of complex phenomena(Hammond et al. 1995), in water sector development cooperation, consistent indi-cator selection methods are not always used in project interventions (Schwemlein,Cronk, and Bartram 2016). After a systemic review of 20 articles from various fieldsand classification of various indicator selection frameworks, Schwemlein et al pro-pose a more standardized six-step indicator selection process. After defining thepurpose and scope for monitoring, selecting a conceptual framework for categoriz-ing indicators logically should take place; thereafter, selection of candidate indica-tors takes place based on existing literature, after which selection criteria (such asmeasurability, reliability, data availability, among others) are determined(Schwemlein, Cronk, and Bartram 2016). Finally, indicators are scored againstthese criteria and final indicators are selected based on these results (Schwemlein,Cronk, and Bartram 2016).The authors note that the benefit of selecting “clear, consistent indicators inWASH” allow for “comparisons in status across space and time”, such as betweenprojects, programs, or countries (Schwemlein, Cronk, and Bartram 2016). Indeed,it could be argued that this type of methodology is a prerequisite for any process inwhich information is collated from various sources, but particularly in a highly am-bitious global framework such as the SDGs. In addition, as Schwemlein et al pointout, “indicators do not necessarily reveal the entire situation of a project or programand data must be interpreted with care”, further underlining the fact that projectindicators are always abstractions of reality (Schwemlein, Cronk, and Bartram2016). The limitations of indicators should be recognized, particularly in terms ofcomparability between different contexts or instances.
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The transferal and subsequent operationalization of the SDGs to lower scales isdiscussed by Janoušková et al (2018), who also argue that “a procedurally well-de-signed, conceptual indicator framework for selecting and/or designing indicators”is required in order to assess SDG results on a global level (Janoušková, Hák, andMoldan 2018). Since the SDGs are not legally binding commitments, governmentsare responsible for many aspects of their practical implementation. While the SDGsprovide for a consistent and firmly embedded policy framework, there exists a con-siderable risk of ambiguity when SDG results are aggregated on a globally. An ex-ample of problematic aggregation, they argue, is SDG indexing and ranking of suchfigures. While appealing due to their advantage of simplifying communication ofprogress, divergent methods between countries and data aggregators cast a lot ofdoubt towards the usability and sensibility of these types of figures as policy sup-port instruments (Janoušková, Hák, and Moldan 2018).Da Silva Wells et al (2013) underline the importance of capacity development,transparency, and sectoral reviews in developing a WASH sector M&E system thatboth collects reliable data and strives for continuous improved performance. Alt-hough written during the era of the MDGs, da Silva Wells et al provides a good lookinto what sector-wide continuous improvement entails in this context. Due to thewater sector being an operating environment with considerable uncertainty due toassociated rapid social and environmental change, monitoring can provide earlysigns of problems and successes, when coupled with a continuous cyclical modelwhere monitoring processes inform adaptation of future implementation measures(da Silva Wells, van Lieshout, and Uytewaal 2013). Continuous learning processesare central to adaptive management practices and must involve a large spectrum ofstakeholders – one practical implementation method for this is the Joint SectorReview (JSR), “sector-wide reviews that are led by national government and involveall major stakeholders are increasingly recognized as key to improving WASH co-ordination and planning” (da Silva Wells, van Lieshout, and Uytewaal 2013). Whenplanned with the appropriate steps and infrastructure, as well as coupled withmulti-stakeholder iterative development platforms and emancipatory capacitybuilding efforts at all levels, such reviews can produce good outcomes, evidence ofwhich exists throughout Africa and elsewhere (da Silva Wells, van Lieshout, andUytewaal 2013). However, there must also be the recognition that monitoring is notsynonymous with mere information management, but “the value of extensive dataand information is limited if it is not reflected upon and used in decision-making”(da Silva Wells, van Lieshout, and Uytewaal 2013).
2.1.2 Practical implementation of SDG 6 in the WASH sectorWhile it is crucial to understand the underlying theory of the SDGs and associ-ated M&E systems that have been developed in conjunction with it, the technicalside of the practical operationalization of the goals is also an important considera-tion. This thematic has been elaborated mainly in donor literature, while academicresearch seems to focus more on the underlying theory of the monitoring of theSDGs.Thomas et al (2018), in a World Bank-published book, review some of the un-derlying theory and rationale of the indicators and data sources used for monitoringSDG 6.1 in greater detail. They also explore possible improvements arising fromemergent technologies and methods (Thomas et al. 2018). Since global data
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collection for monitoring requires “timely and reliable data gathered in a cost-ef-fective manner”, household surveys and censuses will likely remain primary datasources for monitoring of SDG 6.1. Since this was the primary data collectionmethod for MDG 7, it makes sense to build upon the institutional knowledge andsuccessful measures built under the previous framework. However, “in order to ad-dress the ambition of the SDG targets, other data sources will be progressively in-tegrated” in the JMP monitoring framework; these include administrative sourcesand data collected by regulators, along with more novel methods such as in situsensors, water quality testing, and remote sensing earth observations (Thomas etal. 2018). In addition, while the MDG 7 focused on “improved” water sources as itscore element, the SDG 6.1 monitoring methodology expands this to four elements:as such, “safely managed drinking water” consists of “1. Improved drinking watersource that is 2. Located on premises, 3. Available when needed, and 4. Compliantwith fecal (and priority chemical) standards” (Thomas et al. 2018). For the firstthree of these steps, data can be effectively collected from survey data either explic-itly or implicitly, whereas the fourth can be monitored by a combination of surveyresults and data collected by regulatory authorities on coverage, quality, and access(Thomas et al. 2018).Thomas et al also review some of the technological applications that have re-cently emerged as plausible tools for WASH-sector monitoring. In-situ monitoringthrough the use of microbial or chemical water quality sensors, as well as remotesensing through satellite spectral imagery, “may offer some contribution to ad-dressing some of the challenges of information asymmetry and data gaps in devel-oping communities including unreliable survey data and relying on spot checks toassess performance” (Thomas et al. 2018).In the Integrated Monitoring Guide for SDG 6 sub-component G1 (good prac-tices for country monitoring systems) published by UN Water, the topic of opera-tionalizing SDG 6 into practice through cross-sectional cooperation both betweendifferent levels and across different sectors has been discussed. The report statesthat while the goals are defined as “global and aspirational”, it is clear that inter-ventions should be tailored to national circumstances through available resources,existing capacity, and level of urgency around different issues in each country con-text (UN Water 2017a). For effective policymaking at the national and sub-nationallevel, “the global indicators are still useful, but the data need to be disaggregatedspatially and temporarily, by sector, subcomponents and different socioeconomicstrata” (UN Water 2017a). The report calls for inclusiveness of stakeholders, suchas civil society and private sector actors, in evaluating progress nationally (UN Wa-ter 2017a).The discourse around the monitoring and evaluation SDGs is also best placedinto a context of results-based monitoring (RBM), which has been increasing inimportance already during the MDG era. In a World Bank-published book, Kusekand Rist (2004) outline the importance of RBM in fostering accountability andtransparency as increasing responsiveness to internal and stakeholders in demon-strating results must be prioritized, citing various imperatives for reform, includingthe MDGs (Kusek and Rist 2004). However, pursuing the RBM approach is some-times difficult to achieve in a context-sensitive fashion. On the issues around re-sults-based management systems in the case of multilateral organizations in theSub-Saharan African context is provided by Lockwood (2015), who notes that it
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may be challenging to pursue a results-based approach to monitoring and evalua-tion that is “accountable to both development partners and beneficiaries”, all thewhile “retaining a focus on efficiency and effectiveness (Lockwood 2015).
2.2 Meso and micro strata: M&E in the rural Ethiopian water sector
2.2.1 Ethiopia in the current global M&E frameworkAcademic research that contextualizes the Ethiopian rural water sector in thewider global framework described in Section 2.1 does exist, although rapid eco-nomic development, intersecting societal trends and rapid evolution of the key gov-erning frameworks both nationally and internationally makes it sometimes difficultto ascertain one individual core narrative. However, there are also some interestingdevelopment paradigms and trends that arise from existing literature set in the re-gional context at hand.In a book stemming from a United Kingdom Department for International De-velopment (DFID) funded research program in Ethiopia, Butterworth et al (2013)explore the issues around WASH sector monitoring at length, focusing on the ra-tionale behind the processes and approaches taken on different levels in terms ofdata collection and utilization (Butterworth et al. 2013). The authors, focusing onthe rural water supply, provide an overview of the general process of M&E acrossscales, and the advantages and disadvantages of the major processes in place at thetime of writing in 2013. Butterworth et al note that there was a significant discrep-ancy in the estimates of rural water supply coverage measured by the figures of theJMP’s methodologies and the figures reported by the Ethiopian Ministry of Waterand Energy (MoWIE). While estimates on use of improved water facilities by theJMP and the water access coverage figure reported by MoWIE in the year 2010 hadlittle divergence in urban settings (91.5% and 97% coverage respectively), there wasa huge divergence in the figures for rural areas, with the national MoWIE figuresreporting an estimate more than double that reported by the JMP; this trend ofmuch higher estimates in national figures compared with those by the JMP haspersisted from the 1990s (Butterworth et al. 2013).Butterworth et al observe that key reasons for this discrepancy were, at the timeof writing in 2013, methodological differences in compiling the estimates related todata sources, as well as definitions of access and coverage. While the internationalJMP figures were compiled from a wider variety of sources including “householdsurveys, regional inventories, updates used by the government to prepare officialsector reports and the Ethiopian National WASH Inventory (NWI)” with a stand-ardized set of criteria for evaluating the percentage of people with access to im-proved water sources, the Ethiopian national estimates relied on the NWI and fol-lowed more crude federal guidelines relying on coverage or “potential of access”that assumes that schemes serve a certain population and number of users, result-ing in the possible scenario where systems that were non-functional or partiallyfunctional at the time of inventory were included in the figure (Butterworth et al.2013). Furthermore, the definitions of “rural” areas were different in the nationaland international reports (15 liters per capita per day and 20 liters per capita perday, respectively), resulting in further challenges in comparability (Butterworth etal. 2013)
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The important conclusion that Butterworth et al note from this divergence be-tween national and international figures is that while the development of betterpractices for WASH sector monitoring is a vital consideration for better sector-wideperformance, the authors foresee that there will likely not be a single all-encom-passing M&E system in place, but different parallel systems at the global, national,and local levels (Butterworth et al. 2013). Since the methodologies in use for eachare fundamentally different and thus results generated will also differ, there is arequirement for “navigation of the interface between international and nationalmonitoring” and “critical analysis on the use of different methods and a better un-derstanding of the perspectives of the organizations that generate the results” arerequired in the future (Butterworth et al. 2013). These remarks by Butterworth etal are interesting, as they demonstrate that the challenges pertaining to the devel-opment of M&E systems and ultimately the aggregation of results across differentlevels has been present for several decades in Ethiopia prior to the adoption of theSDGs as the guiding framework in 2015, and reconciling these differences is likelyto remain firmly on the agenda in the future.A working paper co-written by UNICEF, the think-tank IRC, and consultingfirm Akvo (2016) provides a “generic organizing framework for a functional na-tional WASH sector monitoring and evaluation (M&E) system” (IRC 2016). Accord-ing to this framework, “the purpose of national monitoring and evaluation is to en-able effective decision-making – at all levels within a country – through the use ofcontinuous, reliable, and relevant data and indicators which can be processed, an-alyzed and used to inform decisions” (IRC 2016). The organizing framework theypropose includes 12 components organized into three spheres. The first sphere(people, partnership, and planning) is concerned with “human resources, partner-ships and planning to support data collection and data use” (IRC 2016). These com-ponents act as a precondition for the second sphere (collecting, verifying, and ana-lyzing data) achieved through methodologies, consisting of routine monitoring,surveys, national and sub-national WASH databases, supervision/auditing, andevaluation/research (IRC 2016). These then enable the third sphere of access anduse, which is used for decision-making support (IRC 2016). The authors of the re-port also remark that the implementation of steps should not be sequential, but allneed to be implemented on an acceptable national standard to function effectively– all components also need not to be implemented on all levels, of the system (IRC2016). While the IRC framework is not country-specific, it identifies several issuesregarding national M&E system planning and implementation that act as im-portant preconditions for effectively monitoring WASH interventions nationally.
2.2.2 Emergence of CMP as a major service delivery methodThe Community Managed Project (CMP) method is an increasingly importantservice delivery mechanism in water-sector development cooperation projects inEthiopia (Behailu, Suominen, and Katko 2015). Beginning in the 1990s, it startedto become clear that the conventional top-down management approach had im-portant shortfalls, as there was a failure to consider infrastructure development andthe social aspects of development in conjunction with one another – these wereincreasingly recognized as mutually connected in the global development commu-nity since the 1990s in a variety of forums (Behailu, Suominen, and Katko 2015).The evolution of CMP also runs parallel to the wider societal context of the fall of
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the Etiopian military government in 1991, which resulted in a more decentralizedgovernance mechanism compared to those of the Derg military junta and People’sDemocratic Republic of Ethiopia (PDRE) administration from 1974 to 1991 – thepost-communist era has also seen in greater focus placed on rural water and sani-tation systems in the country (Behailu, Suominen, and Katko 2015).This evolution of the delivery mechanism in use can be seen in the predecessorof the COWASH project, the Rural Water Supply and Environmental Program(RWSEP), from 1994 to 2011. Initially the implementation of the RWSEP pro-gramme relied on directly funded delivery methods, both administered and man-aged on the woreda level. Participatory rural appraisal was important in appropri-ately directing development efforts to where there need for them were identified.Capacity development in local communities in terms of financing, management andconstruction were prioritized, and a multisectoral approach to a wide range of is-sues was pursued. Eventually, the CMP approach was scaled up into the One WaterNational Program (OWNP) under development, and the COWASH project was in-stituted as the successor to facilitate this development (Behailu, Suominen, andKatko 2015). Setting this evolution in the wider context of the theoretical literature,the CMP methodology can be seen as attempt towards more participatory, sectorwide capacity development initiatives called for by da Silva Wells et al, or the adop-tion of a “service-response” paradigm described by Thomson and Koehler.Senbeta and Shu (2019) draw on the social empowerment implications of se-lecting novel community-managed bottom-up approaches in the rural water sectorcontext instead of conventional top-down practices: “the communities through rep-resentative user WASHCOs are responsible for the overall process of their watersupply development, including planning, construction management, financial re-sponsibility, implementation, operation and maintenance management of waterservices in community-managed project approaches” (Senbeta and Shu 2019). Theauthors found that “sustainability outcomes of water services were affected by pro-ject implementation management modalities under the study”, with the CMP ap-proach bearing a correlation with high levels of institutional performance and ser-vice functionality in the study area. Although not a conventional approach in theSSA context, “community management of water infrastructures generates higherinstitutional, managerial, financial, and technical sustainability performance com-pared to projects managed by local government, NGOs, and charity organizations”(Senbeta and Shu 2019). As such, there is evidence that CMP as a service deliverymethod is effective in work towards SDG 6, and they argue that governments andpolicymakers ought to focus “besides participation, on the empowerment of usercommunities in the construction of water points” (Senbeta and Shu 2019).Person et al (2017) contextualize the governance and social empowermentcomponents of projects and M&E systems through the lens social capital (networks,norms, and trust that facilitate cooperative behaviors). Evidence suggests socialcapital “influences a community’s ability to manage communal water resources”particularly in the rural water sector due to its “relationship to cooperative behaviorand the social nature of rural water governance” (Person et al. 2017). The studyincluded a household survey analysis of 20 gotts using a Social Capital AssessmentTool to quantify social capital in these target communities with a social capital in-dex, through identifying the presence of six social capital domains (groups and net-works; collective action and cooperation; trust and solidarity; information and
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communication; social cohesion and inclusion; empowerment and political action).The results of Person et al show that information and communication is “signifi-cantly associated with governance and is recognized in the literature as critical towater sustainability” (Person et al. 2017). These have implications in the currentdebate over water supply management approaches, including the decentralizedmethodology employed in the CMP approach. The flow of information and trans-parency in particular is identified as an issue of reciprocal trust which can be a ma-jor barrier to effective execution of water projects in the Ethiopian context (Personet al. 2017).Giné Garriga et al (2015) have proposed a “monitoring framework to compile,analyze, interpret and disseminate water, sanitation and hygiene information” indecentralized service delivery contexts. According to the authors, planning of datacollection processes must be concerned with two questions: “the data must be ana-lyzed to produce outcomes that are relevant to the policy question, and the analysismust be disseminated and transmitted to policymakers” (Giné Garriga, JiménezFdez. de Palencia, and Pérez Foguet 2015). They underline the fact that, in order totruly develop pro-poor policies through local government entities, success “de-pends upon real efforts to strengthen the capacity of decentralized authorities”; inthis regard, it is important that local authorities can truly utilize existing M&Eframeworks, and these actors are awarded sufficient resources for doing so (GinéGarriga, Jiménez Fdez. de Palencia, and Pérez Foguet 2015).
2.2.3 Impacts of the federal governance structure and decentralizationOne thematic that has several implications for the administration of bilateraldevelopment cooperation interventions in Ethiopia, including those in the ruralwater sector, is the federal government structure and strong degree of regional de-volution of power arising therefrom.Although a large country of over 117 million inhabitants in 2021 (United Na-tions DESA 2019), the roots of Ethiopia’s devolved governance structure are in itshistory. Since Ethiopia’s transition from the Derg military junta and PDRE to afederal democratic system of administration in 1991, decentralization of power wasseen as a “precondition for transition to civilian rule” (Yilmaz and Venugopal2008). This was in part due to the emergence of the Ethiopian People’s Revolution-ary Democratic Front (EPRDF) as the ruling political party, which has its roots inethno-regional parties (Yilmaz and Venugopal 2008). There have been recent de-velopments towards a more unitary, national, and arguably authoritarian form ofgovernance after the dissolution of the EPRDF and formation of a unified, nationalparty called Prosperity Party under prime minister Abiy Ahmed (Gedamu 2021).Although the developments with regards to ethno-regional conflict and governancestructure change are very much ongoing at the time of writing, it is still clear thatthe present governance system awards considerable discretion to regional and localactors, something that has fundamentally shaped how rural water project interven-tions are structured and executed in Ethiopia.Table 1 summarizes the most significant units of administration for the casestudy context. It is evident that there is a high degree of devolution in sectoral gov-ernance, with regional authorities wielding a considerable degree of autonomy inimplementing national interventions. Furthermore, a lot of the implementation ca-pacity has been further devolved especially to the woreda administrative level,
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which has an important role in terms of practical implementation of initiatives, in-cluding development of rural infrastructure like water points (Yilmaz and Venu-gopal 2008). However, Ayenew writes that there is still a considerable degree ofregional divergence between regions both in terms of administrative capacity andgovernance structure, and there are several unresolved jurisdictional matters in therelationship between local government entities (Ayenew 2002). There is also stillconsiderable reliance on the national government that may hinder building effec-tive federalism (Ayenew 2002).One aspect of administrative structure and capacity that ought to be brieflymentioned in relation to local-level execution of initiatives in the CMP service de-livery methodology is the legalization of Water, Sanitation and Hygiene Commit-tees (WASHCOs). This has been identified in the COWASH Phase IV project docu-ment as a concern since the Government of Ethiopia cannot directly financeWASHCOs “as long they are not generally legalised and audited following the GoEsystem” (Impact Consulting Oy Ltd 2019). This further underlines the fact thatbuilding capacity at the lowest levels of WASH sector governance is still evolvingand under development, and it is expected in project documentation that allWASHCOs will not be legalized until 2030 (Impact Consulting Oy Ltd 2019).
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Table 1: Levels of administration in the Ethiopian federal system, as applied to thecase of the rural water sector (adapted from Ayenew 2002; Yilmaz and Venugopal2008; Butterworth et al. 2013; Besah et al 2016; Impact Consulting Oy Ltd 2019;UN DESA 2019)
Administrative level Purpose and role of the administrative unit Size in relation to adjacentlevels of administration
Federal government Nationwide policy coordination and technicalguidance to lower levels of administration. Aggre-gation and processing of results. Ministry-levelcoordination with both regional actors and globalpartners.

Total population of 117,876,000

Regional state Ethno-linguistically based first-level administrativesubdivisions. Highest level of devolution in thefederal system, with most political power de-volved. Implementation of national developmentpolicies and all matters devolved by the nationalgovernment.

10 regional states in total, withpopulations ranging from200,000 to 25 million.

Zone An intermediary level of government, usuallytechnical without financial autonomy and politi-cal representation (with high degree of regionalvariation). May take the form of intermediarygovernance divisions or oversight bodies forworedas. Sometimes disregarded in WASH pro-ject interventions.

Typically, around 10,000 to afew million inhabitants. Around3-12 in each regional state and68 zones in total.

Woreda An administrative unit equivalent to district. Dualaccountability: upward to zonal and regional au-thorities and downward to the population. Man-agement of woreda-level development plans andconstructing local infrastructure, local national re-source management.

Typically, around 10,000 to300,000 inhabitants. On averagearound 85 woreda in a regionalstate and 770 in total.

Kebele An administrative unit equivalent to municipality,lowest level of federal administration and most lo-cal official administrative unit. Functional divisionbetween kebele and woreda administrations notclear nationwide, with regional variation. Lessconstitutional formality than regional states andworedas.

An average of around 5,000 in-habitants. Usually around 30kebele in one woreda, Innumer-able (several thousand) kebelein total.

WASHCO Water, sanitation and hygiene committee, localorganizations used especially in the CMP servicedelivery approach for water management andmaintenance. In charge of operations and man-agement of systems at the most local level of ser-vice delivery, closest to beneficiary communities.

Approximately 5-7 members inone WASHCO. Approximately220,000 WASHCO members inthe COWASH project.
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3 Research material and methods
The main method of academic inquiry in this thesis is the qualitative case studymethodology, using the COWASH Phase III project and its associated national andglobal M&E mechanisms as a case study. Research was conducted through semi-structured interviews of key informants from different strata related to the project(Section 3.1). An analytical framework was devised to better situate these observa-tions at different scales, based on a stratification arising from the literature (Section3.2). In addition, existing indicators on different strata of analysis were cross-ref-erenced to evaluate their compatibility in facilitating data aggregation in practice(Section 3.2).

3.1 Research methodology and strata of analysis
Selection of the case study methodology as the approach to qualitative inquirywas informed by Creswell (2013) and Yin (2009), who have exhaustively describedthe characteristics of this method and its possible alternatives. The COWASH pro-ject and the wider M&E system is a rather clear entity to situate within a wider con-text, and it provides a good instrumental case providing insights on the wider phe-nomenon of M&E in the Ethiopian water sector (Creswell 2013; Yin 2009). Theanalysis method can provide an in-depth understanding of processes and meaning-ful assertions of underlying trends (Creswell 2013; Yin 2009). Initially, there wasalso the possibility to include some ethnographic or observational components tothe inquiry through the inclusion of a case study component, but this was unfortu-nately not possible due to circumstances described below. Although not the onlypossible alternative, case study research is well established in analyzing governanceand social phenomena (Creswell 2013; Yin 2009), and this long precedent in simi-lar fields of research underlines its appropriateness for this thesis. In other words,it was deemed that this type of inquiry would be efficient in uncovering informationon cross-strata information flows and shed light on cross-institutional M&E inter-actions.The levels of analysis have been simplified into three strata to provide a usefulabstraction of the different settings on which data aggregation occurs in the case athand. These have been adapted from Butterworth et al (2013), who have analyzedM&E systems in the Ethiopian WASH sector in their work with a three-level strat-ification. Butterworth et al use a three-strata classification system of 1. global level(measurement of progress across countries); 2. national level (facilitation, regula-tion, and monitoring of WASH across the country and the role of policy) and 3. theworeda level (service delivery, responding to unmet needs and system failures)(Butterworth et al. 2013). These have been adapted for the purpose of this thesis asmacro, meso and micro levels, with the scopes of each elaborated in Table 2 – themain change has been the inclusion of the COWASH project as the micro stratumas a whole, not just the local administrative level.The core reason for altering this division of the strata has been that theCOWASH Phase III project is highly dispersed to the local level, although there isan ongoing effort to scale up the project’s CMP service delivery methodology to thenational policy framework (Ministry for Foreign Affairs of Finland 2016). There-fore, analyzing this system as the micro stratum is quite logical, and evaluating the
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project as a whole also becomes easier if the entire project is included as a singlestratum. Furthermore, since the facilitating and regulating role of the national in-stitutions, along with the global institutions’ concern with global process, are fittingin the case study context, there was seen no need to alter them.
Table 2: Three strata of analysis, with key stakeholders, formal institutions, andgovernance frameworks on each level
Stratum Limits of the stratum Key stakeholders Key formal institutions andgovernance frameworks
Macro Global and international processesof SDG monitoring and evaluation;inputs from national governments

JMP; MoFA SDG 6 associated documenta-tion; JMP data custodian tech-nical M&E documentation andmethodological notes
Meso Ethiopian national water-sectorM&E and governance frameworks MoWIE; GoE NWI, OWNP, GTP II

Micro COWASH Phase III project govern-ance; Regional, zone and local(woreda) levels of rural water sys-tem governance, individual benefi-ciary community level (kebele,WASHCO)

COWASH project staff andtechnical experts; Project-af-filiated staff on lower levelsof governance (regionalstate, woreda, kebele,WASHCO)

COWASH Phase III project gov-ernance mechanisms; regionaland local administration struc-tures

The main method of data collection for this thesis has been qualitative, semi-structured interviews with key informants (N=7) representing various roles on eachof the three strata in this project above the regional level of administration (seeTable 3 in Section 4). The main purpose of the interviews was to determine thepractical nature of data aggregation in the case study context and the practical im-plications on effectiveness of the M&E system, along with generalizable trends forthe sector as a whole.The interview guide used for participants has been included in Annex I. Usingthe observations of Puusa (2020) as a reference, the semi-structured interview wasselected as the best methodology for conducting the interviews, seeing that the ri-gidity of selecting pre-determined answers or criteria was not seen as necessary inobtaining replicable results and entirely omitting the role of the researcher (Puusa2020). On the contrary, there was an interest in uncovering certain elements re-lated to the M&E system that the informants are involved with in their own capac-ity, since there were likely to be nuanced observations that are omitted from formaldocumentation at each stratum of the M&E system and different stages of the dataaggregation processes (Puusa 2020). The semi-structured interview methodologyalso allowed to slightly curate the questions to each informant based on their posi-tion within the wider M&E framework, since the informants are involved with themonitoring and evaluation of the COWASH Phase III project in wildly varyingways, and some only indirectly. Additionally, since these types of interview meth-ods are well established in research into organizations and management (Puusa2020), they were seen as appropriate methods into analyzing the functionality ofM&E systems as well.Initially, there was an intention in the project’s planning phase to conduct afield visit to Ethiopia, with visits to select woredas, and to use these localities asexample project sites to obtain additional information on the practical nature of
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data collection on the ground. However, due to the global COVID-19 pandemic,which was ongoing throughout the length of the research for this thesis, travellingto conduct field research was rendered impractical. As such, the project has focusedmuch more on the M&E systems on the upper micro and meso strata of analysis,namely the project’s mechanisms and the associated national NWI II and OWNPmechanisms, as data for these could be more feasibly collected in the prevailingcircumstances. In other words, the perspective was by necessity shifted less to thelocal processes of service delivery, and more to the national and global aspects ofproject work.
3.2 Analytical framework and indicator correspondence analysis

In order to clearly present the results obtained from the semi-structured inter-views, it was deemed important to place these results in a simplified model of thedata aggregation workflow. This was achieved by constructing a novel analyticalframework and a supplementary indicator correspondence analysis methodology,to provide greater insight into the interactions in monitoring and evaluation acrossdifferent strata. Both of these methods have been influenced by knowledge map-ping and Social Network Analysis (SNA) methods to stakeholder analysis, as elab-orated below.The analytical framework was constructed based on the stratification intro-duced above and the study objectives, in order to assist in inspecting the data ag-gregation workflow and situating associated shortfalls, illustrated in Figure 1. Sincea core purpose of the study is to provide a better general outlook into the effective-ness of data aggregation and identify possible shortfalls, this framework acts as aframe of reference in locating the precise scales at which these might occur.The stratification presented in Section 3.1 was used to divide the data aggrega-tion workflow of the analytical framework into three strata. While another type ofdivision in the strata could have been possible, it was thought best to utilize a cleardivision as introduced above, which allows clear assertions to be made as to theinteractions between institutions and actors on different strata.The analytical framework seeks to identify the sources of data especially at themicro stratum, and the transformations the data undergoes upon aggregation atdifferent strata as it is collected onto higher strata in data repositories. In the con-text of the case study project, this occurs at three stages, with three main data ag-gregation stages identified. In essence, the micro stratum acts as a data source fordata associated to service delivery with some data processing and reposition takingplace. The meso and macro strata, meanwhile, variously aggregate data for differ-ent end use purposes, with national reporting, MoFA progress reporting and JMPestimation for SDG 6 reporting being the ultimate end uses of the data beyond thepurposes of the project itself. These have been used to produce a network diagram,essentially acting as a process knowledge map.
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Figure 1: Analytical framework: data aggregation workflow of COWASH Phase III situ-ated in broader data collection for national and global M&E systems
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The observations obtained from the semi-structured interviews with key in-formants were supplemented with an indicator correspondence analysis of the in-dicators in use across the different strata of analysis, and how the practical appli-cation and data aggregation at different strata changes how the data flows acrossthe different strata. The data for these was mostly acquired from available docu-mentation at the different strata and concentrated on rural water access coverageindicators only (SDG 6.1.1 and equivalents), since this was seen as suitable in thelimited scope of this work in providing insight into the rural household water sectorthematic specifically. The analytical framework of indicator correspondence types(Fig. 2 in section 4) used to classify transformations is elaborated in greater detailin the results, but the indicators were evaluated for their degree of correspondenceto one another to ascertain how the aggregation of indicator data occurs in practiceacross different strata.The main reason for inspecting the indicators against each other, and their cor-respondence across scales, arises from the fact that the SDGs require rather sophis-ticated data to be collected vis-à-vis different M&E frameworks, but the operation-alization of ‘SDG-compatible’ data falls on lower strata where policy frameworkplanning, operationalization and practical execution of interventions occurs. Fur-thermore, if there is a desire to streamline data collection and move towards moreresponsive M&E practices, there is a definite need to effectively follow progressacross these different scales or strata and using compatible indicators or other mit-igation methodologies will certainly become necessary.The analytical framework and indicator correspondence analysis models havebeen partially influenced by the knowledge mapping and social network analysis(SNA) methodologies of stakeholder analysis, which have been described by Reedet al in the context of natural resource management (Reed et al. 2009). The analyt-ical framework and indicator correspondence visualizations have elements of aSNA-informed sociogram, although the network has been abstracted to a muchmore simplistic form in both. Furthermore, the methodology has been altered tofocus more on information flows than mere relationships between the actors in thesystem, particularly in the case of indicator correspondence classifications. Thistype of abstraction has been done to ensure that the analysis remains appropriatefor the scope of the work, and to focus on the M&E processes in particular overorganizational coherence between stakeholders in general.However, the use of several methodological elements of SNA and knowledgemapping in the analysis was seen as useful in formulating the analysis methodol-ogy, since the SNA-knowledge mapping interface provides an opportunity to extendthe “who knows who” of SNA to visually represent “who knows what”, and it alsoallows for “identifying the dominant flows of knowledge” and “identifyingknowledge bottlenecks” (Reed et al. 2009). The analysis of information exchangemechanisms corresponds well to the desired outcome of evaluating the M&E sys-tems in place (Reed et al. 2009). The research methodology described above is ra-ther similar to the practical adaptation of knowledge mapping into the developmentcooperation context used by USAID, and the methodological steps “identify andcategorize knowledge assets” and analyze “barriers and constraints to fulfillinggoals and objectives”; the methodology also seeks to identify “decision milestones”,“knowledge requirements” and “routes for access and retrieval of knowledge”
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(USAID 2003). In major contrast to this, however, the study analyzes the processof knowledge transfer between distinct organizations, not as much the transfers byactors within those organizations, and the analytical focus has been more on datatransformations between distinct stakeholders than the process of knowledge man-agement by the stakeholders individually.
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4 Results
Semi-structured interviews for the qualitative analysis were conducted with theseven informants in May and June 2021, as detailed in Table 3 – the informant IDshave also been colour-coded for the reader’s convenience. The results of this anal-ysis in terms of observations by strata have been summarized in Fig. 2. This assistsin summarizing the results in the three-step stratification of the analytical frame-work used. Reference is made to the letter-number designations used in this figurewhen the interview results are discussed in the text.Furthermore, the interview findings have been analyzed in greater detail in thecontext of the each of the research questions, in order to evaluate the themes ofSDG 6 integration (section 4.1) and M&E system effectiveness (4.2) in the casestudy context. Some of the interview conclusions have also been incorporated to-gether with the indicator correspondence analysis (4.2) to provide further insightto this analysis.

Table 3: List and description of the informants interviewed for the study
ID Description of informant Organization represented bythe informant Stratum Date of the interview and me-dium of conducting the inter-view
1 COWASH project regional M&Especialist COWASH Project, one of theRegional WASH CoordinationOffices

Micro 21.5.2021, interviewed using in-terview guide by Abebaw Get-achew, notes, no audio record-ing.
2 COWASH national M&E spe-cialist COWASH Project national of-fice, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia Micro 17.5.2021, interviewed using in-terview guide by author, tele-conferencing medium, audio re-cording
3 Civil servant working with na-tional WASH sector M&E Ministry for Water, Irrigationand Energy, Addis Ababa, Ethi-opia

Meso 14.6.2021, interviewed using in-terview guide by author, tele-conferencing medium, audio re-cording
4 Civil servant working with na-tional WASH sector M&E Ministry for Water, Irrigationand Energy, Addis Ababa, Ethi-opia

Meso 19.6.2021, interviewed using in-terview guide by author, tele-conferencing medium, audio re-cording
5 Former Senior Specialist, waterpolicy Department for DevelopmentPolicy, Ministry for Foreign Af-fairs of Finland, Helsinki, Fin-land

Macro 18.5.2021, interviewed using in-terview guide via email by au-thor
6 Senior Advisor on DevelopmentPolicy Department for DevelopmentPolicy, Ministry for Foreign Af-fairs of Finland, Helsinki, Fin-land

Macro 12.5.2021, interviewed using in-terview guide by author, tele-conferencing medium, audio re-cording
7 Member of the Joint MonitoringProgramme (JMP) team World Health Organization, Ge-neva, Switzerland Macro 11.6.2021, interviewed using in-terview guide by author, tele-conferencing medium, audio re-cording
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Figure 2: Main findings and themes raised in semi-structured interviews, contextualizedby strata in the analytical framework
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4.1 Integration of SDG 6 in the case study contextBased on interview results, there are varying degrees of SDG 6 integration onthe micro, meso and macro strata. Overall, it seems that there is a clear impetustowards harmonizing existing systems with SDG 6 wherever this is possible. How-ever, different institutions are at wildly different stages of adopting SDG 6-compli-ant indicators, and informants seemed to slightly disagree as to the degree to whichthis is harmonization is desirable.Informant 1 (regional M&E specialist) stated regional-level actors (micro stra-tum) are not very knowledgeable on SDG 6, and the implementation and data anal-ysis are still based on GTP II indicators (Fig. 2 A1). The effects of the SDGs on datacollection and analysis are thus not yet clear on the regional level according to theinformant, since the data mostly processed at this stage still uses the national GTPII system, and it is difficult to tell what the effects of the SDGs are.Informant 2 (national M&E specialist) said that there have been efforts to in-tegrate SDG 6 into the reporting system used by the COWASH project, and cur-rently there is partial compliance with these indicators (Fig. 2 A1). Since the projecthas to report data both to national authorities and routine monitoring reports,there is a strong incentive to harmonize the data collected with SDG 6. For instance,disaggregation by SDG service level in data collection has been adopted to ensurecompliance. However, since there are limited resources when it comes to monitor-ing, there is an inherent cost to adopting the SDGs directly. The donor (MoFA)opinion has influenced the move towards SDG 6 compliant data wherever this isdeemed possible.At the national level (meso stratum), the situation when it comes to SDG in-dicator harmonization is rather complex (Fig. 2 B1). Informant 3 noted that theindicators used by the Government of Ethiopia (GTP II) are currently not directlySDG compliant and speculated that achieving some of the SDG 6 targets might bedifficult, even though there has been progress made. Informant 4 also noted thatthe national indicators are not directly SDG compliant, but also stated that this isnot necessarily a problem since the JMP has its own data collection methodologyso the two do not need to be in direct alignment with one another. However, ac-cording to this informant, there has been discussions that the national norms andservice levels will move towards more SDG-compliant direction when they are re-vised in the future, and the GTP II rural service levels are already rather close tothose noted by the SDGs when it comes to results generated with these to differentmethodologies.On the MoFA system (macro stratum), Informant 5 noted that a lot of effortin the MoFA has been placed into ensuring that the indicators are SDG 6 compliant,and that the indicators used at different stages of the data system in the MoFA sys-tem are as close to the SDGs as possible (Fig. 2 C1). However, there are necessarilydelays in this transformation since it requires considerable time to change the in-dicators in ongoing interventions. In general, however, informant 5 noted that theefforts have been rather effective, although data between interventions is still cur-rently not entirely comparable horizontally, as there are different types of indica-tors in use in different projects and programmes. These observations were con-firmed by Informant 6, who stated that the indicators currently used across theboard have been rather consistently harmonized with the SDGs, and the water
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sector additionally has comparatively well-established globally agreed indicatorsthan those used by some other sectors.
4.2 Effectiveness of the M&E systems in use across scalesInterview results show that there are many differences in monitoring systemsand tools used across the three strata, and as can be expected, there is evidence ofdifferences in technical capacity and resolute planning efforts between the strata.In general, actors at higher strata have more knowledge of effective data collectionpractices and recognition of the importance of effective M&E systems, and the sys-tems are generally more thought out and elaborate at higher strata as more dataaggregation takes place. This means that there seems to be greater capacity onhigher strata to account for errors and inaccuracies in data originating from lowerstrata.This does not categorically mean, however, that the systems at higher strataare necessarily more complex, although there are by necessity more data inputs intothe systems at the higher strata. It seems that institutions on each stratum havedesigned systems that are quite functional for the requirements and purposes ofthat stratum, but there is insufficient coordination between the strata.
4.2.1 M&E system on the micro stratum (COWASH project)Informants on the micro stratum (informants 1 and 2) raised generally quitesimilar issues regarding the functionality and effectiveness of the M&E system inthe COWASH project. This was expected, as both informants are project M&E staff.In the context of the COWASH project’s regional M&E work, Informant 1 (re-gional M&E specialist) noted that the regional administrative level provides a re-sults-based report using a set outline to the federal office, in which progress is eval-uated against quarterly and annual plans (Fig. 2 A2). Project data systems (Plan-ning, Monitoring and Reporting Database / PMDB, web-based Facility Database)is used for this reporting, with the PMDB mainly used to store activity and indicatordata. Data is mostly processed using Excel spreadsheets and Microsoft Word, withsome data generated from the Facility Database (such as women’s participation inWASHCO membership and key positions).The most important challenges in terms of data quality and sources of errornoted by Informant 1 (Fig. 2 A3) are lack of reliable data from woredas, delays inreport preparation to regional staff, lack of understanding of the reporting tools andlack of capacity in data collection, high staff turnover, as well as inconsistent hand-ing over documentation. At the local level, indicator data is not always seen as animportant resource, which results in inconsistent and incorrect data handling prac-tices and may result in data errors when data is aggregated. The solutions to theseproblems lie mainly in better and more regular training for data collectors in use ofdata collection tools, and preparation of simple and understandable tools. The dualdatabase structure adopted by the project is useful in addressing possible inaccu-racies. The informant also noted that COWASH would benefit from having its ownM&E staff at the local level to minimize the problems with data quality and delays,and to have better data storage and analysis systems at the woreda level.The findings from the interview with the national COWASH M&E specialistof COWASH (informant 2) seem to mirror the regional state-level observations byInformant 1. Informant 2 regarded the systems currently used by COWASH (PMDB
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and Facility Database) are well-designed and quite simple to use. This dual data-base structure is also interesting for purposes of analysis since it allows for moreelaborate monitoring conclusions to be drawn, such as inspecting distribution offacilities vis-à-vis indicator data reporting.In terms of challenges, Informant 2 noted (Fig. 2 A4) that there have beenchallenges in convincing regional staff to adopt the new databases used by the pro-ject, and some would have preferred to use other types of tools (commercial toolssuch as Excel) instead of the proprietary software currently in use, as these othertools seen by some as more convenient and simpler to use. However, this increasesthe risk of data loss considerably (especially in situations of personnel changes),and integration of systems across different administrative levels becomes very dif-ficult if there are different systems at use on different levels. Informant 2 also raisedthe problems of data delays and incorrect encoding of data at the local levels ofadministration (ie. kebele, woreda) where beneficiary data is collected. Accordingto informant 2, there is also problems in terms of understanding the importance ofdata custodianship at the local level – data collection is seen as a burden and anadditional activity, which means that there is sometimes little incentive to investsufficient efforts into good quality data collection practices. Informants on the na-tional stratum (Informants 3 and 4) also noted that high staff turnover and lack ofdocumentation at the woreda level can cause problems for data collection andnoted that this causes problems at the local administrative level in terms of datareliability.
4.2.2 M&E system on the national stratum (national M&E system)Observations on the functionality and effectiveness of the M&E system usedat the national stratum were made mainly by the national M&E specialist (Inform-ant 2) and the two MoWIE civil servants (Informant 3 and Informant 4). All of theinformants noted that the OWNP Monitoring Information System (MIS) that hasbeen under development under the last few years was still not functional at the timeof the interviews.Informant 3 noted that NWI Phase II has updated the baselines for WASHsector data, but otherwise the system is not currently functional (Fig. 2 B2). Thesame informant also noted that the planning and budgeting of the new MIS systemis underway, but currently, there are still some actors using older paper-based (Ex-cel, Word) reporting systems, and adoption of the new system is still ongoing.Informant 4 noted that the NWI II used a system called COSMOS provided bythe British consulting company Coffey Ltd for processing and storing data, andthere is work underway to transform this system into being compatible with na-tional Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) devised for the OWNP. This system al-lows for generation of various reports and maps and provides various other syner-gies with the data requirements of the national authorities. Requirements for thenew system are now known, and the next step will be the procurement of a nationalserver to host the data (since the data is currently located on a server abroad). Afterthis, data transfer to the new system can take place, and the system can be bettermodified to fit national data usage needs.Informant 2 noted that delays with the establishment of the national MIS sys-tem can be a problem down the line in terms of responsiveness since data is notdistributed in a timely manner across the different levels of administration, and
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with international partners. The informant also noted that the use of the nationallycollected data is not very widespread at present, although the design specificationsand structure of the prospective system (MIS) are compelling and well thought out.Informant 4 also noted that the system is not responsive at present, and there is adata backlog of approximately 2 years (since the data for NWI II was collected).Interview participants had different opinions on the sources of errors in thedata aggregated on the meso stratum, and the reasons for these errors (Fig. 2 B3).Informants 3 and 4 both noted that one major reason is the country’s size and het-erogeneity, and the fact that resources for collecting data are limited, which causesdifficulties for collecting data in a uniform manner throughout the country. Theadministrative structure in place does not always allow for top-down interventionsin terms of adopting a certain type of methodology or practice in data collection atthe regional, zonal and woreda levels. Subsequently, levels of training and capacitydiffer considerably from place to place, despite the fact that efforts have been madeto increase knowledge on effective M&E practices. Informant 3 also noted that doc-umentation at the local level is often quite poor, requiring elaboration from theworedas and more work at the data aggregation phase.However, both Informants 3 and 4 noted (Fig. 2 A5) that there are benefits toa high degree of local control in managing their own systems, and that local com-munities having control of the interventions should be encouraged. In this, men-torship and training can be used to alleviate the abovementioned challenges at thelocal level. This was also noted by Informant 7, who stated that federal governancemodels tend to be complicated in their execution, but there are also good reasonsfor devolution – there are necessary trade-off when it comes to building nationalsystems.Informant 2 noted (Fig. 2 B4) that the national indicators (and the respectivedata collection guidance) are currently not yet clear and should be elaborated, cit-ing the example of water point functionality, for which data is collected during therainy season in some woredas and the dry season in others. The data collectionpractices for these parameters are not uniform, resulting in inherited unclarities indata collected.In terms of the adoption of more responsive, novel data collection practices(Fig. 2 B5), such as big data collection from households by smartphone use, Inform-ant 3 noted that this could be a possibility in the future since mobile data coveragehas been increasing considerably, and it is important to recognize on the nationallevel that new technological opportunities in monitoring are emerging. Informant4 stated that the new system is being developed in such a way that additional func-tionalities, such as big data integration, becomes possible, but this is not plannedonce the system becomes functional. Informant 2 noted that this type of data col-lection may become viable, but at present the national M&E system is not equippedto handle this type of data (and neither are the systems used by COWASH and othersimilar projects), and the system must be designed deliberately to allow this type ofoperation, otherwise there is risk of data loss or poor data reliability. As such, in-formant 2 did not see this as a feasible solution at the present moment.
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4.2.3 M&E systems on the macro stratum (JMP and MoFA)Information on the functionality and effectiveness of the donor and UN M&Esystems were provided by Informant 6 (Ministry of Foreign Affairs reporting) andInformant 7 (JMP reporting). Since the MoFA and JMP systems are separate andserve different functions, they will be discussed separately.Informant 6 (Fig. 2 C2) said in the interview that the MoFA results manage-ment and M&E system has a lot of inputs from different sources (country pro-grammes, multilateral initiatives, NGOs, and the private sector) that are integratedinto the data aggregated for MoFA reporting. As such, it is necessary to abstractresults into higher-level impact goals (outputs and outcomes) that are less concretethan those at the level of the individual interventions. While results are “filtered” tohigher levels of aggregation, project data is utilized when results are aggregated,and the types of indicators used in partnerships have been analyzed when the sys-tems have been designed. In practice, annual reports from different sources areread by a civil servant at MoFA, after which the data is aggregated into the IT systemused by the ministry. There have been efforts to ensure that while the figures areinputted, the person inputting the data has the opportunity to analyze the back-ground to the results in as much detail as necessary, but the system also requiresthe data to be crystallized when it is abstracted. Although data is inputted into thesystem constantly, reporting with this data chiefly occurs every four years, or oncein a Finnish parliamentary term.The data collection and use requirements by the donor (MoFA), according toInformant 6, are mostly concerned with assessing the overall effectiveness of Fin-land’s aid to the government and public, as well as to ensure international cohesionin terms of effective results-based management. This requires inspection at boththe level of individual interventions, as well as that of country programmes andpriority areas. This is then used to also evaluate the strengths of Finnish aid, as wellas the operational areas which are most successful and most challenging. Method-ological harmonization is conducted by MoFA, where indicators used by partnersmay be adopted into the MoFA system if they are seen as effective. The harmoniza-tion is being carried out both at the country programme level and sectorally, allow-ing for constant improvement of the system.The JMP (Fig. 2 C3), according to Informant 7, also uses a variety of differentdata sources, but the JMP reporting relies heavily on population-level data in addi-tion to administrative data sources. The datasets received from different sourcesmay have different scopes and levels, there might be data outliers, miscoding ormisclassifications in the survey data used. Furthermore, the units of analysis maybe different between the different data sources, and administrative data sourcestend to use households as the unit of analysis while the JMP is concerned more withthe population (individuals). The JMP uses various statistical corrections to miti-gate for differences in methodology, and the regression methodology used to pro-duce estimates is effective at achieving this, and it allows for estimations and pro-jections to be made from available data. Informant 7 noted that since there is aconsiderable amount of data inputs, the temporal lag in data access can be some-what mitigated. There might be, however, a lag in the processing of data before it isusable by the JMP.In some countries, according to Informant 7, there can be problems in termsof data quality, and that collection of reliable data can sometimes be challenging.
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The informant underlined the importance of clear communication between the na-tional data custodians (ministries and statistical agencies) and lower levels of ad-ministration, in order to ensure effective data flows.Informant 7 noted that more robust SDG monitoring requires even closer co-ordination with the central statistical agencies and line ministries (like MoWIE) toensure that all relevant data sources can be utilized where necessary. A fundamen-tally important feature that must be guarded, however, is that statistical agenciesmust be independent and have strong capacity in their operations. For NWI II, In-formant 3 noted that the Central Statistics Agency of Ethiopia was involved withthe process of data collection, and the data was useful in providing data for Ethio-pia’s country report, which is prepared by the statistical agency (the data custodianfor JMP data).In terms of the Ethiopian context specifically (Fig. 2 B6), Informant 7 per-ceived the country consultation process in terms of SDG monitoring as fruitful andstated that the national data custodians have engaged well with the data collectionfor the SDGs. The national stakeholder consultation process related to OWNP hasbeen well thought out and enthusiastic, but it seems that the momentum has slowedrecently. There was also a lot of enthusiasm around NWI II data collection and thedata resolution (building an accurate baseline on the level of each household) asvery enthusiastic, but it has been regrettable that there have been no updates to thedata after the inventory was carried out.Informant 7 noted (Fig. 2 A6) that some elements of SDG data (such as surfacewater quality) and some household data points can already be or may in the futurebe analyzed by remote sensing technologies or big data, respectively. With the lat-ter, however, data reliability may become a concern: use of citizen-reported figureshas to be very well planned and having large datasets with a lot of incomplete datapoints may cause problems in terms of data usability. For project or national datause purposes, however, the informant noted that this type of data might be veryinteresting and useful, even if they are not useable for the purposes of the JMP sys-tem.
4.3 Indicator correspondence and compatibility of M&E systems
4.3.1 Indicator correspondence analysisIn order to analyze the compatibility of indicators used at each stratum, a clas-sification system for types of indicator correspondence was devised, illustrated inFigure 3. This provides a common framework for analyzing the relationships of thestrata with each other, and to provide information on the ways in which indicatordata is transformed between the three strata. Devising this type of classification wasseen as necessary, since there was no existing methodology for objectively classify-ing indicator transformations in the literature.In this classification system, five types of possible indicator transformationshave been identified: 1) direct indicator correspondence between strata; 2) aggre-gation of several indicators into a composite indicator at a higher stratum; 3) dis-aggregation of a composite indicator to several individual indicators at a higherstratum; 4) combination with a supplementary data source / indicator at a higherstratum; 5) aggregation of data to a higher stratum without direct indicator corre-spondence. In terms of the functionality of the M&E system, it is assumed that there
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ought to be some level of cross-strata coordination, and the analysis seeks to ascer-tain the degree to which the data is transformed when moved to a higher stratum.It should be noted that these five types are not exhaustive and may abstract fromthe nuance of data transformations undertaken when data is placed in a new repos-itory or MIS, but it does capture the general compatibility of the indicators witheach other.The results of the indicator correspondence analysis have been illustrated inFigure 4. This figure summarizes the interdependencies between indicators thatcan be identified from project documentation, programme documentation at thenational level and the level of the donor, as well as technical documentation on SDG6 estimation by the JMP.The analysis shows that the Micro stratum (the COWASH Phase III project) is,as noted in the results from interview data, in direct alignment with the nationalM&E system used by the Ethiopian federal government, as well as partially/indi-rectly aligned with the M&E system used by the donor (MoFA). The project collectsdata in its results framework using the Project Management Database (PMDB) thatis directly compatible with the GTP II indicator used by the Government of Ethio-pia. Efforts have, therefore, been made at the project level to harmonize the indica-tors with both systems, allowing for relatively smooth estimation of results betweenthese actors’ systems, and at present the systems are partially compliant. This wasconfirmed by Informant 2 in the interviews.The type determined for the COWASH-GoE transformation was deemed as di-rect correspondence (Type 1), while the COWASH-MoFA transformation wasdeemed to represent mainly Type 1 with some elements of aggregation without cor-respondence (Type 5). The reason for this is that there is a very high degree of dataaggregation from a variety of sources in the MoFA figure (including data from coun-try programmes, individual projects, NGOs, and private-sector actors). The ulti-mate estimate includes certain elements that cannot be directly described using thetop-level indicators, requiring certain data transformations by the donor. However,the data collected by COWASH is directly compatible with the indicators that MoFAuses, and this seems to be the norm in similar project interventions financed byMoFA. This was also confirmed by several informants in the interviews, includingInformant 2, Informant 5 and Informant 6.It is notable that, at the time of writing, the OWNP MIS, which will form thebasis of the data system for M&E at the national level, is still not functional. Assuch, the data transformation between the COWASH project and the new nationalMIS cannot be reliably analyzed. However, since the background documentation ofthe OWNP lists the GTP II indicator already in use by the MoWIE as the prospectiveKPI for this system, it is assumed that this indicator transformation will also rep-resent Type 1. However, since it was revealed in the interviews that there is debateon whether to revise the indicators used for this aspect of M&E monitoring in thenear future, it is possible that this might change. Furthermore, since the new MISallows for the integration of new types of monitoring tools and methods, it is pos-sible that the new data inputs into the system may change the transformation whenthe system is operational.
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Figure 3: Classification of the types of indicator correspondence and possible data trans-formations, illustrated on three example levels of data aggregation

Figure 4: Results of the indicator correspondence analysis for indicators estimating ruralhousehold water access coverage across the three strata
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On the Macro stratum, as stated earlier, the indicators used by MoFA aremostly the same as those used by JMP, although the JMP indicators use a slightlymore refined estimation methodology with several more sub-indicators to con-struct estimates, as well as vastly different data sources. MoFA, in its overarchingDevelopment Policy results reporting, uses a KPI to measure household water ac-cess coverage that are directly compatible with SDG 6 reporting (Priority Area 4,Indicator 2), which measures the “Number of people directly benefiting from im-proved water services” on “basic and safe levels” of service delivery (Ministry forForeign Affairs of Finland 2018). Data for these is collected by aggregating datafrom a variety of interventions that MoFA finances, and these results are aggregatedtogether. However, MoFA reports the number of people who benefit from MoFAfinanced interventions of different types, while JMP reports these as a share of thepopulation on a certain service delivery level at a country level.In contrast to the figures calculated by the donor, both population-based datasources (eg. household surveys) and administrative data sources (eg. ministry andregulator data) are used to generate the JMP estimates. The JMP calculates theshare of the population using improved water sources (as opposed to unimproved)and categorizes the safely managed service delivery levels into the main servicelevel categories “limited drinking water service”, “basic drinking water service” and“safely managed drinking water service”. This is achieved through aggregatingthree primary indicators estimated directly from data inputs (improved drinkingwater sources, piped drinking water sources, and no drinking water facility / sur-face water), which are then used to generate eight secondary water indicators andfour ratios in relation to the population using improved drinking water sources(WHO/UNICEF JMP 2018).Therefore, the calculation of these service levels can be summarized using thefollowing formulae 1-7 as follows:

whereWu, Wl, Wb and Ws are the drinking water service levels unimproved, limited,basic and safely managed, respectively;Wi is the proportion of the population using improved drinking water sources,Wsw is the proportion of the population with no drinking water facility (surfacewater);

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

≥ ≥ ≥ (7)
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Wct is the population using improved water sources not exceeding 30 minutescollection time;Wp is the population using improved water sources accessible on premises,Wwn is the population using improved water sources available when needed;Wfc is the population using improved water sources free from contamination;Ws1-3 are the three secondary indicators used to calculate the Ws figure; andWs1-3 min are the minimum threshold requirements for each of the three criteria.
In other words, the JMP estimation methodology calculates the ratio of im-proved and unimproved water sources used by the population; four ratios relatingto the collection time, accessibility, availability, and lack of contamination of theseimproved water sources; which are then used to determine what share of the pop-ulation has access to limited, basic or safely managed service levels. To satisfy thesafely managed criterion, an improved water source must be on premises, be avail-able when needed and be free from contamination, and the minimum of each threeindicators for a given year must all be fulfilled at the same time to satisfy the com-ponents of this highest service level criterion as a whole.To conclude, there are two types of fundamentally different estimation meth-odologies in use in the wider M&E frameworks relating to the COWASH project:nationally mandated GTP II based service level estimation with a minimum thresh-old, as well as the SDG 6-based service level estimation methodology that has beenpartially modified to suit the context of the project and the donor. While there arecertain incompatible stages in the data aggregation workflow, certain statisticalcorrections and several data sources are used to account for the fact that indicatorsare not directly comparable in some stages of the aggregation workflow (Types 2,4, 5). In addition, there are vastly different data collection methodologies in partbecause the data is collected from different sources and for different purposes.
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5 Discussion
This section discusses the implications and meaning of the results obtainedfrom the semi-structured interviews and indicator correspondence analysis.The discussion of key findings in in Section 5.1 has been organized into fourmain observations that arise from the results. Section 5.1.1 focuses on the issues ofvertical integration in the M&E system, and possibilities for increasing cohesion inM&E across strata (research question 3). Section 5.1.2 discusses the role of localcommunities and their empowerment for better M&E and data collection (researchquestion 2). In Section 5.1.3, the future developments for SDG 6 and the possibilityof increasing its applicability to local communities is considered (research question1). Finally, Section 5.1.4 dives into the thematic of responsive and real-time moni-toring through alternative data sources and acquisition methodologies (researchquestion 2).Section 5.2 discusses the limitations of the study, as well as the persisting re-search interest related to M&E, particularly in the rural Ethiopian water sector.Some of the wider implications of the results for development cooperation inter-ventions are also briefly touched upon.

5.1 Discussion of key findings
5.1.1 Vertical integration and cross-strata coordinationAfter inspecting each of the three strata and the M&E systems in use at each, itbecomes quite clear from that coordination between the system has been discussedin relation to the case study context, and there is clearly a desire amongst the vari-ous stakeholders related to the project to pursue more unified systems. This isdemonstrated by the fact that interview participants, particularly on the macro stra-tum but also on the micro and meso strata, were aware of the interconnectednessbetween the different M&E systems that affect projects like COWASH.One is therefore inclined to argue based on the results of this study that sincedata is being generated in project interventions, it only makes sense to use this datain a meaningful way where possible. This is further accentuated by the fact that theSDGs include a unified framework within which analyzing data can be carried outwith some degree of cross-strata cohesion, at least to some degree.Despite this shared momentum towards methodological cohesion and the ra-ther convincing effort on the national stratum to include all stakeholders in theplanning process for Ethiopia-wide reporting and monitoring (through the OWNPSWAp, in particular), there is still work to be done in terms of looking at the differ-ent components of the data chain holistically. It is also rather difficult to find stud-ies where project data collection is used in analyzing the national and global con-text, or on how project data could be better utilized in alternative applications.While the literature calls for this on a theoretical level, there is still limited evidencethat this is in fact occurring in practice, in the Ethiopian context or in Sub-SaharanAfrica at large.Since considerable effort is placed on developing M&E at the micro, meso andmacro strata in the case study context analyzed, a natural follow-up question is thedegree to which the adoption of practices from different strata (and different insti-tutions therein) could be beneficial. Since it seems that the macro stratum actors
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(JMP and MoFA) already pursue a rather good practice of integrating new indica-tors and/or data sources into their own systems, might it be useful to inspect all thestrata together when systems are being reformed?All that being said, it is of course to be recognized that analyzing all stages of adata collection workflow is extremely challenging. Indeed, this study was alsoforced to considerably abstract the stages of data aggregation, since not doing sowould have taken a prohibitively large amount of time. However, it would likely bebeneficial for data producers and data custodians in Ethiopia, especially the na-tional government and project actors, to be more mindful of the various interlink-ages between the data production, processing, and storage. Whether this comes inthe form of better SDG integration, harmonization of databases for ease of datatransfer, or closer and more routine coordination between different stakeholders,closer attention should be placed on ensuring that each of the parties that collectssimilar data in parallel are aligned wherever this is feasible or possible. This is alsothe case in instances where aggregate data that is used indirectly at higher stratum.There are certainly mutual interests and synergies from sharing data, and the sys-tems used by different parties should be linked together where this can be realisti-cally achieved.One reason why there has not been a lot of consistent analysis of all aspects ofthe different M&E systems together is likely the fact that the number of data inputsalso increases as data aggregation occurs. As such, the data tends to assume morea form of a web of aggregation in reality, rather than a hierarchy of aggregation asis implied by the discussion in this study that is based on one individual case.When looking at the vast, interconnected, and massive system, it is clear thatcomplete harmonization is likely impossible to achieve in the COWASH project orEthiopia as a whole. This mirrors the conclusion reached by Butterworth et al interms of improving M&E system performance and cohesion between differentscales of M&E discussed in Section 2.2.1 (Butterworth et al. 2013). For this reason,the OWNP with its nationwide and stakeholder-wide consultation process is an in-teresting case to consider. Any efforts to approach methodological harmonizationthat are expected to be successful and widespread should probably be coordinatedon the meso stratum (national level) in Ethiopia in the future, not least because ofthe fact that the SDGs place so much emphasis on national actors in monitoringand reporting of results. In terms of developing the national M&E system, the ad-vice provided by the IRC framework (IRC 2016) provides a useful reference of howthis should take place, and there needs to be holistic and concurrent developmentof all aspects of the system in unison.
5.1.2 Empowerment of local communities in M&E workThe theme of increased community involvement in matters of administeringlocal water resources arises frequently in the literature, and bottom-up develop-ment cooperation approaches are championed by national governments and theinternational donor community alike (da Silva Wells, van Lieshout, and Uytewaal2013). This is no different in Ethiopia and in the case of the COWASH project,where the CMP approach to project management and service delivery in WASH in-terventions has proved effective and popular in increasing local agency and man-agement of rural water resources (Suominen and Rautiainen 2016; Behailu, Suom-inen, and Katko 2015).
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This finding in the Ethiopian context is in alignment with Giné Garriga et al,who found that policy-relevant data collection and analysis needs to be comple-mented by capacity-building for local government entities in decentralized systems(Giné Garriga, Jiménez Fdez. de Palencia, and Pérez Foguet 2015). Furthermore, italso has a connection with the WASHCO legalization efforts and capacity develop-ment closest to the beneficiary level, mentioned in the project document forCOWASH Phase IV as a key area of organizational development (Impact ConsultingOy Ltd 2019). Other areas of organizational capacity-building are intimately linkedwith efforts to improve data quality and appropriate methods of data collection,and they must not be thought of in isolation from one another.There is still work to do in achieving operational effectiveness at the most locallevel, and in ensuring that the resources produced in interventions like COWASHachieve their end goal. In a recent study, Marvin explored the sustainability of op-erations and maintenance in the Ethiopian water sector, also in cooperation withthe COWASH project. There is a clear linkage in the policy environment betweeneffective O&M practices and effective M&E practices in achieving the safely man-aged service delivery levels for household water called upon by SDG 6.1 (Marvin2021). This is all the more relevant in a federal country like Ethiopia, where regionaland local levels of administration enjoy considerable autonomy and constitutionalprotection (Yilmaz and Venugopal 2008).The empowerment of beneficiary communities (and the WASHCO, kebele andworeda levels of administration closest to those communities) should be seen inholistic terms when it comes to water sector development cooperation, and goodquality, reliable data should be seen as a prerequisite for increasing local capacityin effective management of water resources. As such, it is not sufficient to assumethat good planning and well-designed systems will be sufficient in increasing thecapacity of the local level to assume an increasing operational role, but training andawareness-raising play an important part (Person et al. 2017).It would be ideal would be to have an even more concerted effort in the contextof the CMP project management approach to increase the awareness of the im-portance of well-documented results that are backed up by good quality data,backed by well-designed and easily comprehensible data collection methodologies.Although there is evidence based on interview results that this type of mentorshipis currently already occurring on the ground, there should be more attention paidto the transferral of solid organizational practices and awareness when it comes todata. If ambitious results are expected on the ground, there should also be a corre-spondingly ambitious push towards realizing the ambitious principles of results-based management. It can be inferred from the findings of this study that betterdata goes hand in hand with better professional expertise on the ground.
5.1.3 Use and application of SDG 6 across different levels – way forward?Based on the results, there is certainly some merit to the notion that the Sus-tainable Development Goals must be harmonized with existing M&E systems. It isalso desirable that the M&E practices in use across different spheres of analysisshare a common reference point when it comes to the terms at which progress ismeasured. However, it should also be noted that all systems need not categoricallyshift to using SDG 6 indicators directly and across the board and at all levels.
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There are certainly instances where the use of other types of indicators forWASH interventions is merited and may even be more desirable than adopting theSDG 6 indicators directly, since the data use requirements vary considerably acrossthe different strata analyzed. For example, if another domestic indicator is deemedmore fit for purpose for national policy coordination or provides better decision-making support in some case, it may not be relevant to use SDG-compliant indica-tors blindly and for all cases.It was mentioned in the interviews (with micro and meso-level informants inparticular) the Ethiopian government uses data for quite different purposes thanthe JMP or donor partners. Indeed, it is an entirely different exercise to collect wa-ter sector data for national-level development planning and coordination of gov-ernment resources than for country level SDG 6 progress evaluation. While theSDGs are a raison d’être of sorts for the JMP, they are not domestic authorities.This is further different from the accountability to the public and to the Finnishpolitical establishment and faced by MoFA in its development policy-wide report-ing. MoWIE has an entirely different use and purpose for data than the UN author-ities or the donor government do. Since resources for M&E are limited, one shouldprioritize data collection based what institutional needs are and what is managea-ble. All that being said, it is also an interesting and rather philosophical exercise tothink about the ultimate purpose of the SDGs, and to what degree they may be seenas belonging to the beneficiaries that project interventions like COWASH are seek-ing to empower and assist. While the SDGs have been set by national governmentsat the level of the UN, the discourse on them seems to simultaneously imply thatthey are a universal system of goals and indicators. Furthermore, the IntegratedMonitoring Guide for SDG 6 calls for extensive consultation of actors across differ-ent levels in implementing SDG 6 monitoring nationally, all while acknowledgingtheir “global and aspirational nature” (UN Water 2017a).If the SDGs are indeed universal, should they be understood – and utilized –by the lowest levels of local service delivery, coordination, and management? If thisis the case, results from this study suggest that there is still work to be done beforewe achieve truly universal goals that are not merely for the use of the internationalcommunity and donors, but for beneficiary communities as well.This type of perspective strikes a rather post-developmental tone in its under-pinnings, which is to say, understanding the need to transcend the traditional de-velopment cooperation’s realm of rigidly imposed mechanisms and top-down im-peratives by Western donors (Matthews 2010). However, this critique need not beabout trivializing the existing mechanisms themselves, but rather critically analyz-ing the purpose and role of frameworks like the SDGs. In the case of SDG 6.1, forinstance, pursuing a considerably more refined coverage estimation methodologyat the international level is in contrast to persisting issues of M&E capacity andknowledge at the lowest levels of execution, as it seems based on interview data thatorganizational and capacity issues at the micro stratum in the case study contexthave not always been resolved. As such, when the SDGs are reviewed, integrating amore participatory and inclusive perspective to measuring them, in addition to highambition and high-quality data collection, should be considered as a possibility.
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5.1.4 Towards a more responsive and real-time M&E systemOne clear conclusion from this study has been that the national OWNP-de-rived M&E system and the associated MIS system needs to be finalized before uti-lizing alternative data sources. Only then can the various novel data collection prac-tices or new data sources such as big data from mobile phones, data collected fromin-situ sensors embedded to water points, or remote sensing data from satellite im-aging, can be seamlessly integrated with the national-level data that is being cur-rently collected, as was discussed by Thomas et al (Thomas et al. 2018). But sinceit seems that efforts towards adopting this system will begin to bear fruit sometimein the near future, might it already be time to prepare for integrating these new,hopefully more real-time data sources with the more traditional monitoring prac-tices currently in use, as the literature sources call for?It is evident that these types of alternative data sources will provide a goodsupplementary source of information for more responsive and results-based deci-sion making across the different levels. For project interventions, they may allowfor a considerable degree of agility in allocating resources where they are mostneeded and allow for real-time planning related to possible corrective actions ifproblems are observed. At the national level, these data sources can act as a way toempower the local level and households at voicing their concerns and may provideinsights on phenomena that may otherwise fly under the radar from traditionalmonitoring.However, a clear underlying assumption in the adoption of these novel datacollection practices is that there has to be a well-designed and robust data reposi-tory to store these types of data, which requires a lot of deliberate planning. This isdiscordant with the fact that there are a lot of calls for adopting these types of prac-tices in the international donor community and in the literature. In the case of Ethi-opia, while likely much more plausible in the future, widely adopting these types ofpractices does not seem very feasible over the next few years, as there is still workto do in the back-end development of the new M&E tools that are only beginning tobe rolled out.That being said, there should be ambition towards trialling and testing newapproaches to collecting data, as it is difficult to know based on theoretical specu-lation what methods will in fact produce good alternative data sources. Once thenew MIS system for WASH data is functional, and if there are resources at the levelof projects such as COWASH to facilitate these types of tests, it is possible that theymay prove to be useful sources of supplementary data.There are examples of practical applications for alternative data sources inother similar sectors of rural development cooperation, such as agriculture. In arecent report on the twelfth replenishment of the International Fund for Agricul-tural Development (IFAD), it is recognized that novel ICT applications are key inimproving efficiency and reducing vulnerability in agricultural development –there have already been cases where combining GIS modelling, earth observationdata and social vulnerability assessments have be used to better target interven-tions and “tailor infrastructure adaptation plans to local risk levels and needs”(Hartman, Williams, and Grenra 2020). A 2019 report by the European Union-funded Technical Centre for Agricultural and Rural Cooperation ACP-EU (CTA), ajoint institution between the African, Caribbean, and Pacific Group of States (ACP)and the European Union, has discussed in depth the various practical benefits of
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digital applications in Africa’s agricultural transformation, such as access to remoteagricultural extension services and improving market access (Tsan et al. 2019).These types of cross-sectoral comparisons may not provide a directly applicableroute to innovation in data collection and management for more results-based andreal-time monitoring for WASH projects. However, combining several data sourcesacross different levels holds promise for providing a better picture on the ground.What is, however, clear is that these types of novel approaches will likely nevercompletely replace conventional woreda-level data collection and processing bysub-national and national authorities in Ethiopia. The M&E methods used by allthe actors in this case study context build upon decades of experience, and thereare also many merits to empowering local communities and project staff at levelsclosest to service delivery in managing results. But time will tell whether the noveldata sources will indeed help in bridging the long gaps currently observed in datacollection, or whether it will be more behind-the-scenes system improvements andmethodological harmonization that deliver this end goal instead. Indeed, terms like“big data” and “remote monitoring” are appealing and interesting because theyseem so simple but implementing such a system in practice is a very difficult exer-cise that needs a plethora of resources and planning.
5.2 Limitations, future research interest and wider implicationsAlthough there are several limitations to this study, it is clear that it also pro-vides an opening for further inquiry, both into the context of development cooper-ation work in Ethiopia specifically and the methodology of assessing the perfor-mance of M&E systems more generally.It is important to note that this study has, by necessity, provided a rather lim-ited snapshot of the features of the M&E systems in relation to the COWASH PhaseIII case study context. While it provides a comprehensive general overview into theM&E systems that are directly related to COWASH, it is but one project interven-tion in a country with several initiatives of various sizes and scopes. It is fair toapproach this study as an abstraction of the reality of the M&E practices, althoughone might note that M&E systems themselves also always abstract a complex realityinto a more manageable form for purposes of analysis. Nevertheless, it does notprovide the conclusive and exhaustive picture of all aspects of the M&E systems,but only begins to scratch the surface on underlying phenomena.This study has been confined to remote interviews without a visit to the field,due mostly to the travel restrictions placed on travel due to the COVID-19 pandemicthat has been ongoing during the time of writing. As such, the interviews are con-centrated on levels above the regional state level, without direct interview data fromzone, woreda, kebele and WASHCO levels. It is possible that the results on capacityof local actors, for instance, might have been slightly different, had this study in-cluded an interview from these local levels. However, the informants interviewedhave been very helpful in providing enough insight into these so that certain con-clusions could be reached.The number of interview participants is still only seven informants, althoughparticipants from various different levels have been included in the analysis. Thiswas mostly due to the time constraints placed on thesis work, although includingevidence from more informants would have likely provided a more complete viewof the complicated phenomena related to the case study context’s M&E systems.
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Furthermore, only one set of indicators was used in the indicator correspondenceanalysis (rural household water access coverage), and it is possible that indicatorsused for other purposes (such as sanitation indicators or institutional WASH indi-cators) do not follow the same pattern as the ones analyzed do.There is not a plethora of existing studies with a similar holistic system-wideanalysis of M&E practices or data aggregation processes. For this reason, no widelyestablished research methodology could be identified directly from prior literature,and one had to be constructed for analyzing the thematic of M&E across differentscales by modifying existing approaches to stakeholder analysis. It is likely that thismethodology could be developed and modified for further research on the topic, orfor other similar research applications in the future.However, the lack of research is also one indication that more research withholistic and scale-sensitive perspectives on M&E processes should be pursued, andthere is likely considerable research interest in analyzing practices around develop-ment cooperation M&E systems and practices across different strata in a real-worldcase study context. In Ethiopia’s case, there are many developments underway, andthe situation is likely to evolve over the upcoming years when it comes to nation-wide monitoring and evaluation of rural WASH sector results. The COWASH pro-ject’s Phase IV also begun in spring 2021, and it is very interesting to see how thenew phase of the project (with a new results framework and project plan) willchange the situation with regards to M&E. As such, there is persisting interest tocontinue research with regards to the case of Ethiopia and the COWASH project,and it is safe to assume that the evolution of the case study context will continue.Finally, it is appropriate to discuss the generalizability and scalability of theresults obtained from this study. Although the study was quite heavily constrainedto water sector development cooperation, the findings are applicable to develop-ment cooperation interventions in general, beyond WASH development coopera-tion work alone. The study provides a steppingstone of sorts for further analyzingthe practical implementation of M&E systems, for which there is likely great de-mand by actors across scales, and the systems devised for M&E in the WASH sectorlikely have potential applicability for other sectors as well. As such, cross-sectoralcooperation will be important in sharing the most functional M&E practices, alongwith new innovations.Further developing the analytical framework and indicator correspondenceanalysis that have been used in this study are also rather encouraging avenues.Finding practical applications for organizational development and planning inpractical development cooperation scenarios is a possible approach to their utiliza-tion. The rather novel perspective of analyzing the M&E systems and indicators onadjacent scales could prove useful for various organizations engaged in develop-ment cooperation work, and it could prove fruitful to develop these into an easilyapproachable tool or method for understanding the effectiveness of M&E systems.
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6 Conclusion
The purpose of this study has been to analyse the monitoring and evaluationsystems in the case study context of the COWASH Phase III project in Ethiopia.Since the effectiveness of monitoring and evaluation of results form a sizeable con-tribution towards building timely, targeted, and successful project interventions inthe rural water sector, ensuring that results are well captured by systems is an im-portant consideration. While there is clear recognition of the importance of accessto sustainable and secure drinking water resources in building resilience and tack-ling poverty, there must be clear and reliable evidence that the interventions arebest targeted towards tackling these important considerations This is increasinglythe case as the SDGs call for an increased level of ambition in monitoring and eval-uation, and new frontiers in more real-time monitoring are beginning to open uponvarious technical advancements. In plain speech, good intentions must be accom-panied by good tracking of progress, and ambition must be met with ambition.However, a review of the literature reveals that while the increase of ambitionexpected from M&E systems has been researched theoretically, there are manychallenges to building a unified picture of M&E in the case study context across thedifferent levels of analysis, and there are relatively dispersed trends and prioritiesaffecting the system. There seems to be relatively little previous academic inquiryinto cross-strata integration of M&E methodologies in practice.This study has employed a novel type of vertical analysis of three differentstrata (micro, meso and macro) in the case study context to examine how increasedM&E ambition stemming from the SDGs can be harmonized with the difficulty ofimplementing and operationalizing M&E systems in the development cooperationproject intervention context. The methodology used has been semi-structured in-terviews with seven key informants, along with a cross-strata analysis of indicatorsfor rural drinking water access coverage indicators. An analytical framework andindicator correspondence analysis (informed by the SNA and knowledge mappingmethods to stakeholder analysis) have been devised to situate the findings.Firstly, the study has looked at the incorporation of SDG 6 across the differentlevels of M&E in this project. Second, the degree to which M&E mechanisms andpractices encourage effective data collection, responsiveness, and improvement ofproject interventions. Thirdly, the integration of indicators and M&E frameworksbetween strata has been analysed, along with relevant data aggregation challenges.On the first research question, the results show that there are varying degreesof SDG 6 integration in the M&E mechanisms in use, but the micro and meso stra-tums generally use national indicators based on GTP II that are not directly SDG-compatible. The donor (MoFA) and the COWASH project, however, have made ef-forts to increase the SDG 6-compatibility of indicators and M&E systems. Thereneeds to be further discussion of increasing the use of SDG 6 in Ethiopia, but alsodiscussion on how the SDGs can be implemented and understood at levels close tothe beneficiaries if they are indeed to be utilized more universally. In other words,since there is little knowledge (and, subsequently, implementation) of SDG 6 at thelocal level in the case study context, there should be active discussion on the degreeto which the SDGs are relevant for the most local actors, and how their voice couldbe better included in the SDG discourse.
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In terms of the second research question, there is evidence that actors on higherstrata generally employ more elaborate data collection practices and have greatercapacity in the field of M&E, such as accounting for errors in data from lower strata.Various procedures have been taken at all levels to increase data quality and effec-tiveness of monitoring, but there are still challenges particularly on the most locallevels. As such, there is still work to do in effective empowerment of local actors inmonitoring and evaluation work, and the conclusion that local-level actors need tobe empowered in data collection and monitoring work is supported by the litera-ture.Further on the second research question, there is hope in broadening thesources of data used for monitoring and evaluation in the future in Ethiopia andthe COWASH project’s subsequent iterations. There exist examples of novel usesfor citizen-reported big data, or in-situ sensor or remote sensing data, but thereneeds to be considerable attention paid to how these data sources can be effectivelyintegrated in data systems. Time will tell whether these novel methodologies willone day provide effective supplementary data for monitoring and evaluation of ru-ral water sector interventions.On the third research question, results of the study indicate that systems de-vised on each stratum function well in isolation, but rather little attention has beenpaid to vertical integration of systems across the different strata. As such, there is acontinued need for methodological harmonization and coordination in M&E be-tween the different strata and institutions thereon. Although full harmonization islikely not possible or even desirable to achieve, the national stakeholder consulta-tion process in Ethiopia is encouraging for increasing coordination, and the mesostratum (national actors) are key in increasing coherence between stakeholders.Despite some limitations, the results of this study are promising for the field ofdevelopment cooperation, and this study provides one contribution and perspec-tive to further exploring the role of M&E in ensuring sustainable and safe drinkingwater and sanitation for all, as is called for by SDG 6. Practical analysis of projectinterventions, alongside theoretical discussions, is key in understanding how M&Esystems and practices can better serve the aims of development cooperation. Thereought to be greater academic inquiry into how best to measure progress in WASHsector development cooperation interventions.
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Annex I: Interview guide and participant notice for thesemi-structured interviews
Questions used in the interview guide

1. Role and position of intervieweea. Please describe your position in the COWASH project/OWNPorb. Please describe your work in relation to the monitoring related to SDG 6 (JMP)

2. Data collection and analysis in COWASH on interviewee’s level of workFor interviewees involved with OWNP or JMP reporting only, ask generally about lower levels or Ethiopiagenerally (in lieu of COWASH specifically) and on higher-level practices on data collection/analysis specifi-cally.
a. Please describe, how is data typically collected in COWASH project work? Who col-lects the data at the level of activity implementation (WASHCO level)?b. What type of data processing/analysis do you carry out in your position?c. How is collected data stored and/or aggregated at your level of work?d. What types of data processing is carried out, and with what tools?e. In your opinion, how does the data change when it is processed in the project workand reporting?f. What types of challenges have you observed in the M&E system and data collec-tion/processing workflow from the point of view of your work?g. (if relevant) How does the GIS data system for the project (COWASH Database) func-tion? Have you observed challenges in using this system?
3. Effectiveness and accuracy of the data collection and reporting system
a. How well do you feel the data/results produced in the project administration locally(kebele/woreda) and regionally represent actual progress on the ground?b. Do you think there are possible sources of error in data collected? How can these bemitigated in the project work?c. What do you think could/should be done to improve results and data accuracy?d. How responsive do you think monitoring and evaluation is in theCOWASH/OWNP, ie. are the results taken into consideration at your level ofwork/on other levels to improve the effectiveness of project work?
e. In your opinion, how well does the communication on M&E across different levelsfunction in this project? What could be improved?
4. Data aggregation and indicator correspondence across levelsAsk about these with relation to positionality:
- If involved directly with COWASH, on how well the data and results transcend into national andglobal levels of reporting- If involved with OWNP/JMP, on how the national and global levels of data and result manage-ment are presently harmonized
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a. What is your knowledge of how the project data is transformed when aggregatedacross different levels (local, national, global)?b. Do you feel there is effective communication between the local project level actorsand the national level authorities? What could be improved in cohesion between thesedifferent levels?(if applicable)
c. Do you feel that there are presently effective connections between national levelM&E systems/frameworks and those used for global level of reporting? Howcould/should these be improved in your opinion?
5. Effects of the SDGs on project data collection

a. What are the most important changes to M&E and data management that have oc-curred in COWASH/OWNP?b. Are you aware of the new requirements of the Sustainable Development Goals onthe project work? How would you summarize the most important changes to mon-itoring and evaluation since SDG adoption?c. How have the new SDG indicators and targets affected the project’s outlook? Howdo the SDGs affect your own work with data collection/analysis?d. What types of challenges do you feel the new types of indicators have placed on ef-fectively carrying out project data collection?
6. Othera. Is there something I did not ask about that you feel would be important to discuss?b. Is there something you think would be important to address in the thesis?

Notice relayed to interview participants regarding the interviewmethodology and protection of personal data
Invitation to Research Interview - Master’s thesis project,Aalto University School of Engineering, FinlandMonitoring and Evaluation in the Rural Water Sector in Ethiopia - case of a water projectin sector-wide progress towards achieving SDG 6

This is an invitation to participate in a research interview on monitoring and evaluation(M&E) methods in the rural water sector development cooperation. The study focuses onthe Ethiopian rural water sector in particular, using the Community-Led AcceleratedWASH (COWASH) Project Phase III and the related Ethiopian One WASH National Pro-gram (OWNP) as case studies to illustrate the underlying phenomena. The study seeks toform a better understanding of the whole chain of data collection, processing, and report-ing in the context of this case study, and to evaluate the performance of the project throughexisting criteria. Furthermore, the aim is to understand the whole data collection and ag-gregation workflow for SDG 6.1 from the micro scales to the macro scale, and how eachlevel in the case study interacts with other M&E frameworks and indicators in use at otherscales.
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Interviewer and details of the interview:The interview will be carried out by Eelis Hemberg, MSc (Tech) candidate at Water andDevelopment Research Group, Aalto University School of Engineering. The thesis work issupervised by Associate Professor Marko Keskinen DSc (Tech), with MSc(Tech) Anni Ju-vakoski and MSc(Tech) Arto Suominen acting as academic advisors.The interview will be carried out by Zoom or equivalent teleconferencing medium, un-less otherwise specified. The interviews in this project will follow a semi-structured inter-view format, with questions tailored specifically to the interviewee’s position.
Privacy Statement:The purpose of this interview is to obtain data for research with the primary purpose ofcompleting a master’s thesis. In addition, anonymous interview data may be used for otherresearch purposes.Data collected in this interview will follow the Aalto University General instructions forsecure processing of personal data, national legislation in Finland, and the EU GeneralData Protection Regulation, as outlined here: https://www.aalto.fi/en/services/general-instructions-for-secure-processing-of-personal-dataPersonal data collected in the interview (raw notes containing personal information andpossible audio recordings) will be retained by the interviewer until December 2021, afterwhich they will be destroyed. Personal data will not be used for any other purposes thanresearch carried out by the interviewer, and for necessary verification by the thesis super-visor and advisors. Personal data will be retained in a secure platform, and it will not betransferred to any unrelated purpose. Personal data collected will not be transferred out-side the EEA region. Additional consent will be obtained from the interviewee for any ad-ditional processing outside the intended scope or purpose.

https://www.aalto.fi/en/services/general-instructions-for-secure-processing-of-personal-data
https://www.aalto.fi/en/services/general-instructions-for-secure-processing-of-personal-data

